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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCT ION
Given the complexity of our society end of our intellectual heri
tage, the reading of books remains one of the prime means through which
the individual is helped to fashion the understanding, the insight, the
sense of values that will guide him in his creation of a way of life for
himself and for others.1
The importance of having boys and girls turn to reading easily and will
ingly whether it be fiction or non—fiction cannot be overemphasized. The
child who reads easily and who has learned to find for himself information
that he needs or who attempts to satisfy his own curiosity through reading
materials has probably taken the shortest road to knowledge. The enjoyment
of a book suitable to the reader is an end in itself.
Various programs of free reading in junior high schools have been
initiated and directed that have yielded interesting results. These pro—
grams were carried out with careful guidance.
It is well known that planned guidance in reading must be intro
duced at all levels to provide adequately for the contemporary social
needs of the reader.2
Adequate provision for the needs of a child not only includes individual
social needs and personal and economic needs but cerbain common group needs
as well.
Needs are disclosed only through a rather complete study of t1~
child’s problems, his background experiences and present abilities
1Louise M. Rosenblatt, “Development of Reading Interests and Critical
Appreciation in Secondary Schools and Colleges,” Reading and Pupil Develop
ment (Chicago, 1940), p. 223.
2Geralcl A. Yoakam, “The Reorganization and Improvement of Instructional
Reading Through Supervision,” Thirty—sixth Yearbook of the I~Jational Society
for the Study of Education (Bloomington, ~7p2E~~
1
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and interests. The teacher is aided appreciably in estimating a child’s
needs if she knows whether the child’s voluntary reading is from books
at or below his grade. It is helpful to know whether a child’s readin~
has been rich and varied or whether it has been restricted and meager.
Purpose of the Study.——The purpose of this stud~r is to discover, ana
lyze and classify the individual and group needs and interests of the pupils
and to determine the extent to which, from the resources of the school situa
tion, it is possible to meet them. It is not the purpose here to discover
and try to meej all of the needs of these children b-it ~i effort is made
to gain an insight into some of the most vital needs of this particular
group of adolescents.
Significance of Study.——It is.hoped that s~ich a study will provide a
guide to the investigator in working with ninth—grade pupils in reading
and that the study might be a guide to ninth grade teachers as a whole.
This study should give possible clues to the interests and needs of pupils
of ninth grade age.
Studies Made Previously.——Several studies attacking much this same
pro~lem from different angles have been made. Evangeline C. Malehow in a
study entitled “Reading Interests of Junior High School Pupils”2 wanted to
learn from pupils their own reasons for enjoying books. She gave a list
of ninety titles to 1,387 junior high school boys and girls in LaCrosse and
Oconto, ~4isconsin. “This list was made up of books found most popular in
1
Paul Witty, Reading and the Educative Process (New York, 1939), p. 69.
E-vangeline C. Maichow, “Reading Interests of Junior High School Pupils,”
The School Review (March, 1937), pp. 175—185.
3
the studies of Washburne and Vogel,1 Johnson,2 Hughes,3 Terman and Lima.4
Each pupil checked all the books that he had read and answered the following
questions with regard to every book that he liked especially well: “(1)
Why do you like the book? (2) Which character do you like best? (3) What
do you like about him or her? (4) Which part interests you most?”5 Two
tables in the report give the following data on road:ng preferences:
The data in Table I indicate that the boys are most interested
in (1) stories of animals; (2) variety and number of adventures;
(3) tales of boys and girls who find themselves in mischief and trouble;
(4) stories which introduce new places, people alid customs; (5) books
about war and fighting; (6) stories about real boys; (7) episodes of
great action; and (8) humorous pranks and predicaments. The most
significant sources of interest for the girls are (1) stories of
mystery; (2) accounts of home life and family relationships; (3) stories
of everyday life or affairs that are true to life; (4) variety and
number of adventures; (5) tales of boys and girls who find themselves
in mischief and trouble; (6) humorous pranks ani predicaments;
(7) books that introduce new p1aces~ people and customs; and (8) ac
counts of poor down—trodden people.°
Frieda M. Heller made a study entitled “Free Reading in the Junior
High School”:7
The study here reported was made in the University School, Ohio State
University for the purpose of attempting to disDover what one group
1Carleton Washburne and Mabel Vogel, Winnetka Graded Book List (Chicago,
1926).
2B. L. Johnson, “An Investigation of Reading Interests and Habits at
Various Age, Educational and Occupational Levels,” Unpublished Doctor’s
thesis, University of Minnesota, 1930.
3
Frances Mary Hughes, “A Survey of the Reading Inerests of Pupils at
the Madison, Wisconsin High School,” Education, XLIV (March, 1924), pp. 437—
4Lewis M. Torman and Margaret Lima, Children’s Reading (New York, 1931).
5Evangeline C. Malchow, “Reading Interests of Junior High School Pupils
The School Review (March, 1937), pp. 175—85.
7Frieda M. Heller, “Free Reading in the Junior High School,” Educational
Research Bulletin (April, 1940), pp. 217—22, 243—44.
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of children read in a school program which encouraged wide reading;
to determine what light the reading of children in a free reading
program threw upoi~ the interests and needs of those children; and to
note if a program which permitted freedom in fo:..lowing individual
needs and interests in choice of books extended and improved tastes
and standards. Analysis and interpretation were atbempted for the
books read by one group of pupils who participa~ed in such a free
reading program throughout the seventh, eighth and ninth grades. At
all times the pupils were unusually free in their choice of books
and recognized the fact that they were working in a situation marked
by teacher—pupil confidence.
For the purpose of determining to what extent the titles read
were those included on accepted book lists, eacn title recorded as
read checked with ‘Leisure Reading’ and ‘Home Reading’ lists compiled
by the Nai~ional Council of Teachers of English; with the Standard
Catalogue for High School Libraries; and with tne Standard Catalogue
for Public Libraries (for checking titles of adult literature).
Of all the titles read in the seventh grade 68 per cent appeared
on these lists; in the eighth grade 62 per cent and in the ninth
grade 67 per cent. This would seem to indicate that even though there
was much freedom of choice in reading, these pupils did not choose
purely ‘trash.’ The pupils who participated in a free reading pro
gram not only read many books but they developei habits of wide and
diversified reading. The consistent increase in attention to non—nar
rative types and serious reading (the tendency to substitute poetry,
drama and books on social issues) suggested tha~ such a free reading
experience led to reading markedly in advance of that which is fre
quently a3cepted as characteristic of the younger group of adolescents.
The evidence implies that the free reading program met to a considera
ble and valua~le degree the needs, interests and. abilities of the
members of the group.1
May Lazar made a study of “Reading Interests, Aotivities and Opportuni
ties of Bright, Average and Dull Children”2 which deals with
an investigation of the reading interests of 2,000 children from
thirteen public schools in three boroughs of New York City. An ana
lysis is made of the reading interests of boys and girls and of the
differences between three ability level groups for each sex. The re
sults show that reading interests are related to the intelligence of
the child, dull people choosing simpler and less realistic types of
reading. There were also evident sex differences in the sort and
number of books read. In a large measure the voluntary reading of
children is influenced by their home conditions and the ease of adcess
to library facilities.3
11bid.
2May Lazar, “Reading I~terests, Activities and OpDortunities of 13ri~’ht,
Average and Dull Children,” (Review by C. M. Lantet, Indiana University)




Explanation of Terms.——The word interests in this thesis is to be under
stood as inner feelings or urges which prompt an individual to turn his at
tention or guide his activities in some particular direction. In the study
of reading interests not only what a child says he wants and likes to read
but vuhat a child actually reads have been taken as clues to interests.
By needs is meant those conditions requiring a fulfillment of certain
lacks whether or not the individual is conscious of these lacks. Such
lacks may be classified as social, biological, personal or economic. This
study cannot possibly include every interest and every need nOr can it in
clude all the implications of needs and interests but it takes into consider
ation as many as possible of the obvious needs and interests which help in
developing and extending basic reading skills as well as the selection of
reading material appropriate to meetiag these needs and interests.
Method of Procedure.——On the basis of the foregoing definitions of
interests and needs the following method of procedure was used. At the be
ginning of the study on November 2, records of pupils’ free reading, covering
all the material they had read from the opening of school through October,
were secured. Additional records were secured on January 2 and March 18.
The books read by the pupils from the classroom library were checked by the
records which the English teacher kept of their reading. Other materials
read from the home, school and public libraries were not checked. Pupils
likewise submitted to the teacher the names of books which they either wanted
to read themselves or were recommending to the class as a whole for reading.
The Diagnostic Child Study Record prepared by Paul Witty and David
Kopel was administered in order to ascertain as many as possible of the
varied interests of these adolescent boys and girls.
The Inventory was used by approximately 200 teachers who, working
with the writers examined about 3,400 children in the Evanston, Ill—
:nois public schools. Similarly in many schools throughout the
L — _
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country the form has been employed profitably in individual and group
study.1
This record has been found to yield practical and reliable data concerning
interests and backgrounds.2 Typical of the questions designated to elicit
information are the following items selected from Part I of the Inventory:
1. What newspapers do you like to read?
2. What part do you like to read best?
3. What things do you wonder about~
4. Do you enjoy reading?
5. Apart from school work, about how m~oh time do you spend reading
each day?
6. If you could have three wishes which might come true, what would be
your first wish? Your second wish? Your third wish?
7. What books would you like to ovin?
8. What types of reading do you enjoy most: history, travel, essay,
adventure, novels, etc.?
9. Do you take any special lessons outside of sohool?
10. When you have an hour or two that you can spend just as you please,
what do you like best to do?
The Iowa Silent Reading Test, Form .~au, was given to find needs as
regards the difficulties presented by the reading material itself. The
test endeavors to evaluate many phases of silent reading ability rather
than one single phase. A wide range of skills indispensable to effective
reading are covered. Three major aspects of silent reading ability are
‘Paul Witty, op. cit., pp. 35—36.
2.Ibid., p. 245—248.
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covered; namely, (1) Rate of Reading at a Controlled Level of Comprehension,
(2) Comprehension of Words, Poetry, Sentences, Paragraphs and Longer Arti
cles, and (3) Ability to Use Skills in Locating Information. Each of these
fields is covered in-a number of different ways by means of ten different
types of tests requiring a total testing time of forty—five minutes.
Following the reading test, the Ternian Group Test of Mental Ability,
form A was administered. This test is composed of questions and problems
which were selected from a much larger number of questions and problems by
correlating each separab e item with a dependable measure of mental ability.
The criterion used for this purpose was a Domposite which included
grade location, age, total score on a two hour mental test, and ratings
of the pupils by from t~o to five teachers on intelligence and quality
of school work. The trial series were composed of thirteen tests with
a total of 886 items.1
There are ten different tests in this composite; namely, Location, Best
Answer, Word Meaning, Logical Selection, Arithmetic, Sentence Meaning, Ana
logies, Mixed Sentences, Classification and Number Series. Power rather than
speed determines the pupilts score in this test.
The scores on the Iowa Silent Reading TeSt and the Terman Group Test
of Mental Ability were examined in order to see if there was any significant
relationship between reading ability and. intelligence. The “product—moment”
method of correlation was used.
Several case studies have been made in order to bring to the forefront




Manual of Directions, Terman Group Test of Menta. Ability, Form A.
World Book Company, Yonkers—on—-the—Hudson, New York, p. 3.
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CHAPTER II
TABL1~S AND THEIR INTERPRETATION
In a world of insecurity like ours today, two types of possible
action are open. One is to make the most of the present, to do as
little planning as necessary for the future. Or we can try in the
school to develop persons who face life realistically, honestly and
courageously. The reading of magazines and newspapers can serve both
purposes ,1
“Teachers are exercising a definite influence or. the reading of books
but little encouragement is given to children on reading of magazines and
newspapers.”2 However in this study a wide variety of magazines appealed
to these children. Jordan states that t1~j~ magazines the greatest interest
comes with boys betwee~i the age 14—16; with girls the greatest increase comes
at the same age.”3 With this statement in view, it nay be suggested that the
wide variety of magaziner~ reading was due to the high peak of interest which
usually accompanies this age group of boys and girls. The favorite magazine
for both boys end girls was Life.
In choices of Popular Science, Model Airplane News, Air Trails, Popular
Photography and Boys’ Life, the boys seemed to read according to their in
dividual specialized interests. For girls there are few magazines which
parallel special publications for adolescent boys; therefore they seem to
‘Edgar Dale, ‘~The Reading of Newspapers and Magazines,” Recent Trends
in Reading (Chicago, 1939), p. 326. —~
2
Stella S. Center and Gladys Persons, “The Leisure Reading of New York
City High School Students,t’ English Journal, XXV (November, 1936), pp. 717—
3Arthur Melville Jordan, Children’s Interests in Reading (Chapel Hill,
1926), p. 51.
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turn to magazines written for adults. Eleven girls showed that they fre
quently read movie magazines. Several of the girls listing this type as
their favorite magazine had lower Intelligence Q.uotients and made lower
scores on the reading test. These magazines probably appealed to these
girls because they are highly pictorial and make little demand on the
I ~ ~ I~ll~
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intelligence for either reading or understanding.
McCall, Ladies Home Journal and Pictorial Review Magazines likewise
had their appeal. Many magazines of this type contain book—length novels
and several short stories by prominent writers. Elements of glamour, styles,
homemaking and beauty which make up a large portion of these magazines are
of much interest to girls.
Very few children stated that magazines were received regularly in the
home. When magazines were read, they were “bought at the corner drugstore.”
Despite the large variety of magazines, several boys and girls made no mo
tion of reading magazines.
From present tendencies of adult reading in the United States, we
can predict that high school students, when they leave school, will
read much more in magazines than they will read in books. flow far
the school directs students’ preferences toward the more substantial
as against the more trivial magazines is thus a major question.1
There is a need for these children to read more magazines and likewise de
velop a sense of judgment and discrimination in their reading. This might
be met by supplying more magazines of good quality as a part of the free
reading progr~. Children might be encouraged to suDscribe for the school
type of periodicals such as Scholastic Magazine and Our Times and it is
conceivable that it is a part of the teacher’s duty ~o encourage parents to
subscribe to magazines for the home.
Checking of “parts of newspapers liked best” reiealed an overwhelming
interest in the comic section, the sports section and the front page. iViany
boys and girls have no concept of the scope of our newspapers and the dif
ferent kinds of information that they can get from the newspaper. If these
children are to learn early the kinds of information that the average news—
1Douglass Waples, Libraries and Readers in the State of New York
(Chicago, 1939), p. 35. — ——
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TABLE II
WHAT PARTS OF THE NEWSPAPERS DO YOU LIKE BEST?
Boys__________________________________



















The Mhole Paper 1
paper offers, the schoolroom is probably the place where they can be most
wisely introduced to the newspaper. As far as possible they need to know
how to discriminate between propaganda, censored articles and what might be
a probable true story or statement of facts. One wr~ter asks, “Shall we
read in order to get closer to this world, its problems, our role in it,
or shall we read to get farther from it? Shall we read to remember or shall
we read to forget.”1 Certainly it must be said that we read to get closer
to our world problems and that we do read to remember. The classroom has
an opportunity here if it can learn to use it.
1
Edgar Dale, “The Reading of Newspapers and Magazines,” Recent Trends
in Reading (Chicago, 1939), p. 326. —
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The girls showed much interest in the Society Columns, the Woman’s Page
(a feature page which discusses beauty aids, charm, homemaking and articles
of general interest solely to women) and the styles section. This interest
seems to indicate that the girls feel a need for huowing how to keep them
selves well groomed. Additional reading material to supplement this type
of information derived from the newspapers would be a great help to the
girls and they are evidently ready for this kind of help so far as interest
is concerned.
The interests of the boys were for comics, sports, news, front page
and the editorials, in the order named,
The youth in high school and college is becoming increasingly
aware of himself as a distinct personality; he is working out ways
of adjusting to others; he is becoming aware of the complexity of
the society in which he must find a place. The transitional stage
through which he is passing often creates many Droblems of immediate
adjustment to home, school and community. Many pressing curiosities
and perplexities arise concerning the satisfactions and the diffi
culties——the emotional realities——involved in adult relationships.
These are indeed legitimate questions which the youth senses, with
greater or less articulateness, and the printed word remains one of
the principal avenues through which the youth can find the insights
he craves.’
Our schools should attempt to meet these social and personal demands
of readers by giving training in a much more discrim.nating reading of the
press. Edgar Dale has carried forward one experiment that might meet this
need. A text oook on “How to Read a Newspaper” was prepared, in connection
with his experiment, with the following objectives in mind:
(1) It is the function of the school to aid pupils in developing
awareness of the influences which are making up their minds, one of
which is, of course, the newspaper. (2) Pupils should be aided in the
development of a consistent set of standards for evaluating newspapers.
1Louise M. Rosenblatt, op. cit., p. 226.
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(3) Pupils should develop the habit and the disposition of applying
these standards regularly to the newspapers and the magazines which
they road. (4) There should be developed in young people the feeling
of responsibility for leadership in improving the source of communi1
cation with which they come in contact, in this case the newspaper.
With these facts in view, the schoolroom has a great opportunity to create
m~ore and wiser newspaper reading. Children who showed interest in art,
music, biography and travel should I~iow thab some of the most pertinent
information in these fields can be found in the news~aper. Larger papers
in their Sunday editions carry feature pages on practically all of the
subjects just mentioned.
It is expected bhat the many natural and social phenomena which children
observe around them should arouse questions in the minds of children and a
need for a deeper understanding of the world about them. In answer to the
question, “What do you wonder about?” many varied answers were listed. These
sta-~emonts were arbitrarily classed under the following heads: Religious,
Scientific, Personal, Social and General ~uestions. When we think of needs
~n ~ems of conditions requiring fulfillment of certain lacks, one might
say that children wonder about some conditions and situations because they
lack information about them. This fact is brought out clearly in some of
the children’s questions that were classed under Science. Examples of
these are
1. What causes weather?
2. ~hat is in some of the deepest parts of the ocean?
3. Why is it that some mares never drink water?
4. What causes us to think?
5. How does it look way up in the sky?
This fact is likewise suostantiated by those questions which were classi
fied as Religious because they deal with matters gensrally considered in the




~iAT THINGS DO YOU WONDER ABOUT?
Boys and Girls
Religious
End of the world
Life and Death
If there were not a Heaven what would there be
How the world looked in the days of Adam and Eve
Will the world ever come to an end
How the world began
Who made God
When the world will end
Who created God
What happens to one after death




Sun, the Moon and the stars
About scientific questions
How it looks way up in the sky
What is the mind made up of
What causes us to think
Science and how things are made
What is in some of the deepest parts of the ocean
Why some mares never drink water
Whether or not there are living creatures on the moon
Personal
What caused me to be frightened in my dreams
What shall I be and do when I grow up
What people think of me
What will I be when I grow up
How I’ll look when I grow up
How long will I live
Getting sent home from school
What were to become of me if I were to lose my
mother and father
If dreams ever come true
Will I make the local basketball team
How long will I live
Why does it seem that I have fallen out of bed
at night when I haven’t
Will my dreams ever come true
Will I have a successful year through school
My future




i~yself, friends and other people
People in general
Human nature
If I have a husband, how will he look
People in general
General
ffall Negroes will ever be considered as people
I wonder about the countries that are fighting
About the world
If there were ever any fairies
Who will win the war
What would be here on earth if we wer~ not
realm of religion. Some of them are
1. How did the world begin?
2. How did the world look in the days of A3.arn and Eve?
3. Why did Adam and Eve break God’s law an-i cause us to die?
4. What would the end of the world be like?
The same thing is evident in the statements listed as Personal. Such ques
tions were asked as:
1. What shall I be and do when I grow up?
2. Will my future be successful?
3. What would happen to me if I were to lase my father and mother?
From these questions these adolescents seem to feel some lack of se
curity in certain areas of their experience. It may be quite true that not
all of these questions are indices of lacks and it is likewise true that
not all of them wonder about many things which can be entirely satisfied
throu~i supplying reading material. However, some assistance may be given
on some of their problems.
Oftimes children are skeptical about reading books, other than fiction,
to gain information because these books appear uninteresting. The kind of
Ith!!~ hi I ii..lli~iL
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guidance given by teachers has a great effect on children’s responses toward
reading. So many new interesting books of factual nature have been written
that there is little reason why pupils, with the proDer kind of guidance,
should not be interested in this type of reading.
Reading for fun gives boys and girls the ~whole world for their
province. 1~b should remember that reading for fun includes, likewise,
the satisfaction of those curiosities about natire an~ the world of
mechanics which are gratified often in books of fact.
The statements listed by the children indicate that reading material
is needed to satisfy their curiosity and their anxLety about religion.
Several books on religion, easily understood, have been written for adoles
cents. Among these are The Child’s Religion by Pierre Bovet and I Dare You
by William H. Danforth. Eleven questions on religion were given. This
fact suggests that practically one—third of the class showed some evidence
of questioning thought on the matter of religion. Three children had already
read “The Man Nooody Knows” by Bruce Barton.
Throughout the Interest Inventory children showed a deep interest in
science. Pupils need to satisfy their curiosities. “I Wonder Why” by
Milton Goldsmith, a general encyclopedia for the child who is always
“wondering why” is an example of many excellent books of the type that might
satisfy some group needs of pupils who lack information conóerning scienti
fic phenomena.
As a child approaches adolescence his interests become varied and vo
cational choices of a more specialized type have high appeal. It is a part
of the child’s natural effort to seek the road to independence. Because of
this, children frequently aspire to enter the professions. Children are
1Dora V. Smith,’~Reading for Fun,” Library Journal, Vol. LX (1935), p. 880
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Embalmer 1
A good wife 1
Movie star 1
Interior Decorator 1
likewise concerned about whether or not their occupational choices are
practical and, to a large extent, whether or not they have social prestige.
Conventional attitudes operate much more than might be thought
at first. Consider, for instance, the total disapproval and ridicule
from family and companions which would be directed toward the average
boy if he announced an ambition to be a chef. Among both children and
adults, conventions as to desirable choices have great influence. And,
in different times and places different occupations have their vogue--
as engineering and recently aviation in this country and the army or
the diplomatic service in Europe.
Vocational choices of this group, particularly the boys, fall withint a very
narrow range. Negro children are not conscious of the varieties of jobs




tha~ are open to them. One boy in the group did not Imow what vocation he
wished to follow. Every child today needs vocational education including
vocational guidance. If it is not possible as yet t~ take technical voca—
tional courses, certainly available reading iuaterial will help children to
Imow the possibilibies and practicalities of occupations and English classes
in nigh school offer a fruitful opportunity at this point.
Specific training for vocations in school is expensive and money
for Negro ~choo1s is not plentiful; the types of vocations open to
Negroes for which schooling is practical are even fewer than for white
children. There is, however, one type of education for vocation which
has as yet for either white or Negro youth, not been fully utilized,
nor anything like it. Courses in English, science, mathematics and
the social studies may •be so re—organized as to make for greater con
tribution to the vocational side of life and, for the large majority
of occupations, for greater contribution than any feasible type of
‘vocational’ education.1
Four of the girls wanted to be nurses. Three of these girls had In
telligence ~uotients of 77, 87 and 96. The fourth girl had an I. Q. of 111.
It is predictable that because of the vocational choices and the mental a—
bilities of at least three of these girls, they will probably not go on to
college even if they complete high school. They show a need for much wide
reading and stimulè.t ion for increased interest in reading. If these girls
do go into nursing as a vocation, there will probably be little time in
the earlier years of training for much free reading; hence, they should take
advantage of the reading materials that are available to them now. The same
fac-~ holds true for the two boys who wanted to be dootors. From the reading
records of the girls just mentioned there were no evidences showing reading
based on the careers an.d experiences of nurses. Many books of this type
Harl R. Douglass, “The Education of Negro Youth for Modern ~merica:
A Critical Summary,” The Journal of Negro !~ducation, Vol. IX, No. 3
(Ju_y, 1940), p. 543.
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have been written for girls. Famous among them is the Sue Barton Series
by H. D. Boylston.
Five boys were interested in engineering——either electrical engineering
or aeronautical engineering. All of these boys either had read or wanted to
read books and stories about engineering. Books on electricity, inventions,
aeronautics, commerce and industry should be of great value both to the
boys who have made their vocational choices and to those who have not.
Dr. Dudley H. Miles, New York ~ducator, speaking recently before an
educational grDup in Chicago recommended for a ninth—grade literature course
materials that center in the following natural interests of adolescents:
(1) Adventure, stressing particularly physical action and vivid
concrete experiences; (2) exploration answering some of the questions
of inquiring young minds, and playing up the daring exploits of real
people; (3) the dreams of life in the past, especially experiences of
the American pioneer; (4) the challenge of life today and how to meet
contemporary problems.1
In listing the kinds of reading that they enjoyed most, both the boys
and the girls chose advnnture, mystery stories and dective stories as pre
ferences. Sixteen girls enjoyed reading plays. As a group this class seems
to prefer a small number of different kinds of reading. Comparatively few
mentions were made of enjoying biography, travel, music, art and poetry.
Children’s interest are wider than they realize. They 1~ow some of the
things they like but they also have potential interests they have never
discovered.
There are many guideposts to a more intelligent selection of read
ing materials that will engage the interest and active participation
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of children. The fact that children become aware of their environ
ment through actual experiences through actual contacts has vast sig—
ilificance in the selection of reading material. Hearing or reading
stories about things concerning which no awareness has been gained
is like listening to a foreign language which is not comprehended.
The content which does interer the young child is about the close—
by things he has experienced.
1Dorothy W. Baruch, “Young Children, Language and Books,” September
School Briefs, Vol. 4, No. 1 (Chicago, August, 1940): p. 2.
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This group of children needsa wide variety of types and kinds of books
from which to choose in order that they may discover and explore new in
terests.
In the field of mental measurement it is customary to describe the
correlation between two tests in a general way as being high, marked or
substantial, low or negligible. While the descriptive label applied will
vary somewhat in meaning with the author using it, there is fai~1y good
agreement among workers with psychological and educa~iona1 tests that an
r from .00 to .20 denotes indifferent or negligible relationship;
r from / .20 to/.40 denotes low correlation; present but slight;
r from/.40 toj.70 denotes substantial or marked relationship;
r from/.70 to/ 1.00 denotes high to very high relation.
This classification is broad and somewhat tentative, and can be ac
cepted as a general guide only in the light of various qualifications.1
Two different correlations were made. The scores from the Terman Group
Test of Mental Ability were correlated with the scores from the Iowa Silent
Reading Test to see if there was any correlation between a child’s in
telligence and the type of reading that he does. By the product—moi~ient
formula of correlation, the actual correlation between the two series was
.67. The probable error was .06.
To be sure that at least some degree of coz’relation greater t han
zero is present, an obtained r should be four times its P. E. To be
certain of at least a small degree of correlation a low r should be
five or six times its p.
The coefficient of correlation of .67 denotes substantial or marked
1
Henry B. Garrett, Statistics in Psychology and Education (New York,
1940), p. 342.
2Ibjd. p. 281.
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TABLE VI
INTELLIGENCE QJJOTIENTS ABO NUMBER OF BO0K~ OV~NED
Boys and Girls





































correlation between the intelligence and reading abflity of this group of
children. The probable error of .06 shows that there is significant rela
tionship between the two variables.
In order to find if there was any significant relationship between the
1 MM&&1 .LbLW1 o uL IJild,~4k~ A. A.
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intelligence of a child and the number of books he owned, the two variables
were correlated. The coefficient of correlation was .28 denoting low cor
relation; present but slight. The probable error was .10. The coefficient
of correlation is not significant due to the fact that the obtained r was not
four times its P. E.
These data are significant to the teacher for in ~1owing the abilities
and the potentialities of her pupils she is in a be~ter position to fulfill
their needs. In many cases, the children owning fewest books were children
who claimed to do very little reading of materials besides magazines. The
reading of magazines in many of the cases indicated that pupils chose this
type of literature because it was highly pictorial end did not require much
effort to understand.
Reading is not always an isolated phenomenon in the life of the
child. When the child is made to realize that reading can be made an
extension and a repetition, of the activities and interests that mean
most to him he will turn to books with more en~husiasm end more sym
pathy. Books he can discover, can make his most enjoyed movie live
again and bring new enjoyment. The movies wha~ever the weight of pre
ference given them, have not taken the place of reading in the life
of the child——or the adult; on the contrary, the movies have in some
instances encouraged reading; in one field, that of cheap reprints of
novels, they have given new life to the publishing industry. Children
will stop at the library on their way home from the movies and what
ever book they have come to select, their mere presence in the library
is an opportunity for the librarian.1
There is some evidence that some of the stimula~ion toward types of
reading has come from moving pictures. In answer to the question, “If you
were given a chance what part would you like to pla~’ in the movies?” two
boys wanted to be gangsters and two wanted to be heroes. There is some
similarity in the interest manifested in these particular movie parts and
I
Carl H. Milain, Children’s Reading, A Study of Vountary Reading of
Boys and Girls in the United States (New York 1932’ 27
, - , p .
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TABLE VII
IF YO~J WERE GIVEN A CHANCE WHAT PART WOUlD YOU LIKE
TO PLAY IN THE MOVIES?
Boys




















the content of the books that the boys are reading and want to read. Eighty—
six books were suggested by boys for further reading. Fifty—three of these
books were books in which adventure was the dominant factor.
Eleven of the 25 girls wanted to play romantic parts in the movies.
In comparison with the boys only 35 of the 272 book suggestions of girls
were classed under adventure. One—hundred fifteen books classified as
Fiction (other than juvenile fiction) were listed by girls from which some
of their interests in romance might be satisfied. Bays and girls were both
reading on an adult level, in many instances. Thirty of the books read
through December the fourth were books that had been filmed. Many of the
books suggested for further reading were books that were recently filmed.
4~U~ I~ ~ ~ II
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w:ien askei, “~!ihat Other Books Would You Like to Ov~in,11 forty—seven books
were listed by the boys and girls. Fifty—five per cent of all books listed
were books upon which movies bad been based~ 25 per cent of the books were
the famed book and movie, “Gone With the Wind” by Margaret Mitchell.
~nother question asked of the children during the administration of the
Interest Inventory was, “Suppose you could have three wishes that might come
true, what would be your first wish? your second wish? your third wish?” As
regards first wishes, boys rated wealth and ownership of airplanes and auto
mobiles, classed as personal desires, above everything, else. Vocations were
not mentioned at all. Responses given by the girls were much more varied.
Four of the girls expressed wishes which pertained to their vocational
futures. Desires for improvement in family relationships were stated four
times. Girls, similarly to the boys, expressed more personal wishes than
any other type which was shown in their desire for wealth, bicycles, etc.
One child expressed a wish that she might have better control over her temper.
Deep—rooted wishes of this kind were very rare. Four children stated that
their first wish was to have the present war to end. One child wanted
Negroes to be treated as the equals of any other race.
Expressed in the second and third wishes of the girls, five of them-
wanted to travel either in the United States or in Canada. Four girls wanted
more clothes and new outfits. Deafres to “receive company” and to have many
friends were mentioned frequently.
Boys expressed no interest in social participation and general socia
bility. Two boys included the desire for a successful vocational future.
There was an increase among the boys in showing that they wanted to continue
their education. Five boys expressed either that they wanted more Imowledge
or either that they wanted to go to some particular school. One boy’s wish








To be a musician
To be the greatest pianist of all times





That there shall be no war
That colored people would be treated as equals
That the war would stop
Family Relationships
To ma1~ mother something
That I could make mother happy
Good health for my parents
Make my mother happy
Personal
For a bicycle
























To be a teacher
To be an orator
To be a stenographer
To be one of the best in whatever fie.d I enter
Political
We would not have war
That all Negroes end other races would be as one
with equal rights
Family Relat ionships
Beautiful home for my mother, father and myself
Personal
To visit an aunt in Canada
I wish I had already finished high school
For a bicycle
I want to go to Heaven when I die
For lots of balent
To be beautiful
Have a reasonable amount of income
That I may get acquainted with some mDvie stars
To go to New York
That I had a room all my own
To go through college
To have a baby grand piano
To be able to help someone when older
Boys
Polit ical







Thorough college and aeronautical education
A car of my own
I want to go to TJCI.~
That I had a driver’s license






To be a supervisor
To be a singer
To be a teacher
To be a short—story writer
Social
To always have friends
That I would have a happy married life
To always make others happy
To be a pattern for others
That everyone should be healthy and happy
Perscnal
Getting a plenty of nice clothes
To see some of the movie stars
To get a new outfit
To travel to San Francisco
More clothes for myself
To have a bicycle
To have a car
That I were rich but not too rich





To have a good professional job
To be an airpilot
Persona].
That I had a lot of eloctrical and erector sets
That I had my driverts license
To be very smart in school
To be wise
I wish I had a job making a rnillkon dollars
To have a long life
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to furthering her education.
The girls who expressed desires to travel were girls who had done very
little traveling, on the whole. From the Interest Inventory two of the
~,irls showed that they had not been out of the state of Georgia. If in no
other way, the schoolroom certainly has a great opportunity to give these
girls travel, vicariously through reading. From many of their wishes, girls
showed much interest in social life and additional interests in things per
taining to their adult life.
Schools should emphasize the use of reading as a means of vicarious
participation in adult situations because youth have so little oppor
tunity for direct participation in the important activities of adult
life. Good literature in any field promotes the reader of any age
who can co~aprehend it, to the status of equality with the writer. Such
reading should speed up the adolescentts acquaintance with the impli
cations of coming events——gob—hunting, marriage, parenthood, financial
temptations end much else.
1Ralph W. Tyler, ttThe Study of Adolescent Reading by the Progressive Edu
cation Association,” Library Trends (Chicago, 1936), p. 279.
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CHAPTER III
~HALY~IS OF INDIVIWAL CASES
The problem of satisfying the reading interests and needs of pupils must
be approached by starting with the direct, personal significance that books
or reading materials will have for each child or group of children with the
same underlying interests and needs.
So many educational people forget that children are not born fresh
on the threshold of the school every norming. They forget that chil
dren have families with varying backgrounds, interests, views of life,
worries, conflicts, and disheartening experiences. All of these fac—
tDrs influence adversely the motivation, interests and attitudes of
children toward reading. Avoiding those experiences which condition
children against reading would certainly result in great gains, but
there are also plenty of positive forces that oculd be mobilised to
facilitate the child{s own active desire to participate richly in the
life of his culture.
li~ith these facts in mind, all data secured from the interest inventories,
the reading tests, the intelligence tests as well as personal school records
when taken into consideration have their implications r~garding the most
beneficial program for these ninth grade pupils.
The writer has endeavored to study all of the available data regarding
these children in order to find some of the basic underlying facts concern
ing their reading interests, needs and deficiencies. The case studies that
follow are case studies only in terms of the available data and represent
the sort of analysis which teachers may make without expensi~-e ma~erials
‘Daniel 1. Prescott, “Basic Facts and Principles Underlying Gro~h in





and without any considerable technical or clinical experience.
Case 1.
H. M. is a boy whose articulate interests and specific reading interests
were vsry closely related. With an hour or two of freedom he spends his
time building model airplanes. He has a large collection of airplanes
which he has constructed. Favorite magazines are Model Airplane News, Air—
trails, Popular Science and Boy’s Life. These magazines either pertain
directly to aeronautics or contain information concerning the making and
flying of planes. The first free reading list turned in by H. M. consisted
of Model Airplane News, Air Trails, Superman, Batman, Flying Aces3 Life and
the Saturday Evening Post. He wants to ovm the Jerry Todd Series-—a set of
adventure books about a group of boys that went on several flying expeditions.
He o~med 15 books. Wishes, in order of preference, were to have plan-by of
money, to have a thorough college and aeronautical education and to have a
good professional job. The vocational preference was aeronautical engineering.
H. wanted to play the part of a hero in the movies. Types of reading enjoyed
most were bravel, adventure, science and mystery stories. He preferred
reading the front page, the sports section and the comic section, in the order
named, to any other parts of the newspaper.
H. made a score of 73 on the reading test. This corresponds to a. per
centile rank of 46 which means that H.’s score is exc.~eded by 54 per cent
of the ninth grade pupils who made up the standardization group.
Percentile norms are provided to make possible the comparison of
local achievement with the achievement of the standardization popu




Iowa Silent Reading Tests, New Edition, Advanced Test: Manual of
Directions (New York, 1939), p. 9.
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He said, in the beginning of the year, that he did not like to read but it
was found that he does read. Though he reads different types of material,
his dominant reading interest was in aeronautics.
One of the chief functions of’ reading on any grade level is that of
broadening and enriching the experiences of the individual. The fact that
this boy has some definite interest to which he can turn is commendable but
there is a possibility that he will become wholly absorbed in just one or
two subjects thus being unaware of other experiences which might be pro
cured from other types of reading material. He should be encouraged to read
books that might satisfy his interest in airplanes but at the same time there
should be an endeavor to direct some of’ his interests into other channels
of reading. His desire for a thorough college education offers his teachers
ample basis for encouraging wider reading than might be indicated by his
present somewhat narrow interests. Reading material on travel, adventure,
science and mystery stories are good approaches to this problem because
H. stated a preference for these types of reading.
Case 2.
I. J., a boy, made the lowest scores on both the Terman Group Test of
Mental ability and the Iowa Silent Reading Test. His I. C~. is 74. A score
of 55 on the reading test corresponds to the percentile rank of 10 which
means that I.’s score is exceeded by 90 per cent of the ninth grade pupils
who made up the standardization group. In an interview with the boy he
stated thab he did not particularly like to read. He road at times because
reading was necessary to getting school assignments and when he did read for
enjoyment he liked adventure stories bebter than any other kind. All through
the graies, records show that he has had serious reading difficulties. His
parents have done everything they baew to do to help improve his reading a
bility. They have bought books and have provided an opportunity for him to
•.&.dtj.. öthi ....I I • •1~~ pan L’.IJ.~ ~—— 1. —. ~iabIas Ii a. . L.~J .4” . U.SL .RIIU . is. F —. Uh%%•. .4
be helped by a reading specialist. Be owas 100 books aid only two pupils
in the class claim ownership to more books than Q.
The articulate interests of this child are varied, though few as shown
by the Interest Inventory. As a vocational preference, photograpby was
chosen though his hobay is collecting guns • The favcrite magazine was Life
while preferences for parts of newspapers were the news at the comic section.
Results on the Iowa Silent Reading Tests showed a marked deficiency in
Comprehension. This may be one of the causes for I.’s apparent dislike for
reading. Probably he has been required to read the sane type of materials
and material of equal diffhilty as that of his classmates when he is unable
to get any satisfaction out of what is read.
Re can be given easy arid interesting reading material in accord with
his interests, i. e., photography, adventure, gun collection, eta. “The
material used must be easy and interesting. Easy—-because unfamiliar words
lower both rapidity and interest in reading. (The level of difficulty should
not be higher than the pupil’s actual grade level cf reading ability.) In
teresting——because the pupil must be motivated into reading the material;
moreover, if interested he will read through it at the greatest possible
rate.”~~ “When Washington Danced” by Clarence Strattcn is a stirring ad
venture story of Colonial America in the days of the Revolution which should
interest the most reluctant reader. This is just one example of many books
of this type that have been written. If such reading is enjoyed by the
reader, it is important that he is not allowed to feel guilty or ashned
because of the 1~winturity of the type of reading from which he gains personal
satisfaction..
1
Luella Cole, The Improtaent of Reading (New York, 1988), p. 321,
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Case 3.
R. S. made very low scores on both tests. Her I. ~. was 78. A score
of 59 was made on the reading test corresponding to a percentile rank of
1~. This means that her score is exceeded by 85 per cent of the ninth grade
pupils who made up the standardization group. Favorite magazines in order
of preference were Movie Mirror, Life and Liberty. Acoording to her free
reading record she listed Movie Review, Life, Liberty and Look. Her first
wish was to do a lot of traveling and to see many parts of the world. The
second wish was to see some of the movie stars in person. Glamour is a
quality which may compensate for lack of status because of achievement and
may explain R. S.’s interest in the elements of glamcur, romance and fashion
of which these movie magazines are composed. This type of magazine is made
up chiefly of pictures. Pictures make up the bulk of Life, Look and Pic
magazines, likewise. Her vocational preference was stenography. The parbs
of the newspaper liked best in the order named were the comics, styles, socie~r
page and the news section. Other reading material included on the free
reading records were Comic Books, Alice in Wonderland, Tales of Sherlock
Holmes and the Adventures af Tom Sawyer.
R. is a frequent. movie-goer, sometimes going to the movies two and
three times a week. Her interest in reading might be increased through read
ing material in which the glamour and romance elements play an important
part. Such a book as “Frills and Thrills” by Louise Gallagher might help to
fulfill this interest. It is a book based upon the career of a girl who
wanted to be a clothes designer——her hardships and troubles as well as her
pleasures. This is just one example of several books of this typo that could
be made available to H. The book is easy reading as well as very attractive.
R.ts interest in stenography gives a basis for attempting to interest her in
a variety of reading that might not otherwise appeal to her, and a sufficient
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appeal to the serious side of preparation for stenography has many possibi
lities for an alert teacher.
Case 4.
A. B. is very much interested in reading. Her reading does not seem to
be centered around one particular subject or interest but i~ varied in its
content. Though she claims ownership to only 20 books, free reading records
show that she is a wide reader. A.’s I. ~. is 123. A score of 94 made
on the reading test corresponds to a percentile rank of 90 meaning that her
score is excelled by only 10 per cent of the ninth grade pupils who com
prised the standardization group. Free reading records show that her read—
is primarily on an adult level. Such books were listed as “Oliver Wiswell”,
“Wuthering Heights,””Native Son,” “Rebeeca”and many others. However, interest
is still held in some juvenile fiction. Not all of A. B.’s reading is fic
tion. ~inong the books suggested for further reading were “Inside Asia,”
“Inside Europe” and the “Life of ~nile Zola.” She stated that she would
like to own the Complete Works of William Shakespeare. All of the books in
the classroom library have been read and a large numter of books in the school
library were read. As a vocational choice, she wants to be a librarian.
This choice may be due to her high interest in books. Favorite magazines
are Ladies Home Journal, Life and McCall. The types of reading enjoyed most
were history, adventure and stories. No hobbies were mentioned.
The best of books of all types and levels should be made available for
A.—-adult fiction, non—fiction and juvenile fiction alike——in order that all
of her interests might be satisfied and that she might be a well—rounded
individual. William S. Gray has emphasized that “reading, if properly guided
may alter the cutlook of the individual, deepen his u.nclerstanding, aid in
the reDonstruction of experience, stimulate intellectual and emotional growth,
I~ ~&~l4H - I~I ii.
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modify behavior, and in these various ways promote the development of rich
and stable personalities.”1
Case 5.
W. T. listed twelve comic magazines on her free reading record from a
total of 23 books and magazines read. She has an I. ~. of 77. A score of
51 made on the reading test corresponds to a percentile rank of 6 which
means that W.’s score was exceeded by 94 per cent of the ninth grade pupils
who made up the standardization group. The seven novels mentioned on the
free reading record were adult fiction including Scarlett Sister Mary,
Kitty Foyle, Gone With the Wind and The Good Earth.
W.’s hobby is knitting. As a vocational preference, she wants to be a
nurse. Favorite magazines were Good Housekeeping, Time and Holly-wood. Her
favorite types of reading~L plays, adventure stories and mystery stories.
The interest in adventure and mystery stories was definitely related to the
reading of comic magazines since the chief characteristics of this type of
literature are mystery and adventure.
There is little depth and reality found in the contents of these comic
magazines. There is a possibility that W. has not been sufficiently exposed
to ~he adventure and mystery elements in magazines or books of a less sensa
tional nature.
The guiding of reading is of great importance because it is fun
damental. It strikes out at the roots of many weedy growths that
weaken and hamper the healthy development of character. We should
surely feel more than ever the grave responsibility of directing the
children’s reading, cultivating their powers of discrimination and
making them book—lovers in every sense of the woi8.2
~Villiam S. Gray, Reading in General ~ducation (Washington, 1940), p. 30.
2Francis Jenkins Olcott, “The Children’s Reading,” Heading and the School
Library, Vol. 1 (New York, 1934—35), p. 9.
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W. may turn to this type of reading because it is easier to understand
because of the highly pictorial nature of these books. Her I. ~. and reading
score give evidence to this idea. There is an apparent need for less dif
ficult reading material and an effort must be made t:c secure reading material
in accord with her particular interests. If adult fiction is enjoyable to
W., adult and ~uvenile reading material of an easier nature should be made
available. W.’s interest in becoming a nurse may prcvide the opportunity
for changing her interest in the glamour and sensaticnal side of sex to sex
from the point of view of the nurse. ±~nough appeal to her interest in nurs
ing may sublimate many of her interests in the sensatiohal. At least it
could be attem1ted to interest her in the social point of view of a graduate
nur sc.
The free reading records of G. M. II. consisted primarily of reading
materials written for adults. Fiction was the cnly kind of reading listed.
Books included on this list were Mainba’s Daughters, ~ative Son, Wuthering
Heights and Rebecca. However, she wanted to o~n “The Five Little Pepper
Series”——a set of books which definitely belongsto the class of juvenile
fiction. Suggestions for books included both juvenile and adult reading
materials. Types of reading enjoyed most were travel, adventure, novels,
de-tective and mystery stories.
G.’s I. Q. is 111. A score of 78 was made on the reading test which
corresponds to a percentile rank of 59. This means that her score is ex
ceeded by 41 per cent of the ninth grade pupils who made up the standardi
zation group. Photography is her hobby and her favorite magazine is the
magazine entitled Photography. Her vocational preference is to be a nurse.
Some relationship is shown in the vocational choice and her cook suggestions.
She suggested reading the Sue Barton series——a sot of books concerned with
~ua .hL I~L~I
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the experiences of a student nurse who was in the training school of a great
hospital.
Although G. made several suggestions for books and turned in free read
ing recDrds, a conference with her English teacher supplied the information
that sh~ is not an extensive reader nor is her interest in reading main—
tamed for very lengthy periods. G. has more than average ability and can
read according to her maturity. The problem of her te&~chers is to try to
make reading attractive to G. without making such an effort too obvious.
It has been found in many instances that children will read avidly
any materials connected with their oi~n special interests, such as their
hobbies. Even seemingly confirmed non—readers will weaken and begin to
read when they find such material. One librarian who did special work
with a group..., who ‘hated the sight of books’ found that ‘these
boys and girls must be appealed to through their immediate interests,
their occupations, and hobbies. What they are interested in they will
read about once they discover that such books exist.’
Through a imowledge of her articulate interests and her specific read
ing interests some help can be given to G. by guiding her choice of books
towards those areas in which she is most interested thus endeavoring to
start her on the road toward developing a permanent interest in reading.
Case 7.
When asked whether or not she enjoyed reading, J. T. replied, “Not
very much.7’ Her I. Q. is 102. A score of 68 was made on the reading test.
This score corresponds to a percentile rank of 33 whioh means that J.’s score
is exceeded by ó7 per cent of the pupils who made up the standardization group.
It ~.s highly probable that she does not like to read because available read
ing material to which she has been exposed has not meb an apparent need for
easier reading materials.
Most of the books on her free reading record were read from the class
~The Re ading Teacherts 1~ot ebook, Vol. I, i~Io.1(Ohicago IV~arch 1940
________~
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room library such as Plays Old and New, This Interlocking World, The White
Comoany, Boy Life on the Prairie and The Black Arrow. Only one book from
a different source was listed. Favorite magazines were Life and Look. The
preferred part of the newspaper was the Woman’s Page. J. owns 14 books.
She would like to own the Adventures of Jane_Arden, which is a serial story
running in the comic sections of many daily newspapers throughout the country.
No reference was made in the Interest Inventory to hobbies or to trips that
she had taken or would like to take. Likewise no wishes were stated. The
kinds of reading enjoyed most were plays, stories and detective stories.
From a conference with J.’s English teacher, it was found that there
had been difficulty in getting her interested in school work, in general—-
her interests being more or less transient and unstable. There is probably
much relationship between this information and the fact that J. is not an
habitual reader.
The causes of reading disability are legion..., but whatever
the cause, the most significant factor in the rehabilitation of non-
readers fe FRESH l~OTIVATION. Each teacher, bette~ than anyone else
can determine for himself the causes of his own particular cases and
select methods which are most appropriate and helpful for their cure.
But most authorities agree that the indispensable factor in any reme
dial work is: something that gives pupils a new start--a new reason
for reading.
One starting point for increasing J.’s interest in reading might be
through supplying reading material pertaining to collections since she
sta-~ed that she was making a collection of rocks, or, some type of good--
not too sensational—-detective stories. Since J. likes plays and reads
plays there is a wealth of material that might draw her out by its excite
ment and at the seane time help to develop her social point of view.
lWa~ F. Dearborn Lecturer at Univers iChicagi~confer




dvidences of wide and diversified reading is shown from the study of R.C.
Ho claims ownership to approximately two hundred books and has competently
given book reviews and book reports of several books in the classroom. 1-liz
I. ~. is 109. A score of 83 was made on the reading, test. This score cor
responds to a percentile rank of 71 which maans that R.’s score is exceeded
by 29 per cent of the pupils who made up the ninth grade standardization
group. Practically all of the books in the classroom library 1~ve been read
by R. and many of the books from the very well stocked school library. R
is one of the pupils who has browsed through the public libraries of the city
in order to review end select books to recommend to the class for reading.
Favorite magazines are Saturday J~vening Post and Life.
The parts of the newspaper enjoyed most were editorials, the comic
section and the sports page. Types of reading enjoyed most were travel,
science, adventure, art, biography, novels, detective and mystery stories
“if they are good.” The majority of the books on his free reading record
and lists of book suggestions was juvenile reading material but R. is begin
ning to read much adult fiction as well as non—ficticn.
His vocational choice is to be an electrical engineer. His hobby is
“constructing things on an erector set.” The very fact that R. enjoys
many different types of reading is a guide to the teacher in providing
many types of reading for him.
....students must read many easy books before they have learned to
read well enough to prefer the better writing.’
His reading of so many juvenile books should give him a background for more
‘Douglass Waples, op. cit., p. 50.
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difficult reading materials and help him to enjoy adult reading even more
than he might now at the present time.
Adventure stories involving engineers are numercus and introduce an
authentic engineering vocabulary ~d engineering situations that have their
vocational implications for R. as. well al providing increased reading ex
periences. R. is evidently not ready to give up juvenile reading and there
is no reason ‘thy he should yet be encouraged to do cc.
Case 9.
S. L. Claims ownership to only two books. There are between 50.~a≠ 60
books in the home but practically all of these are adult text-books and a
few non-fiction books belonging to the parent. Though she has a library
card for the school library, S. gets books from this source only every three
weeks. Her deepest wish is “to be the greatest pianist of all times.” The
types of reading enjoyed most were history, novels end music • Favorite
sections of newspapers were the editorial section and “the portion of the
paper dealing with foreign and national affairs.” Dancing is her hobby.
The part she is desirous of playing in the movies, if she were given a chance
is a romantic part. Favorite magazines are the American Magazine, Macweek,
Life and Time • With en hour or two of freedom she plays the piano.
On the first reading record secured in October, 5. listed only a few
books, These ‘were just a few of the classroom library books, end included
One Act Plays, I~ths end Their Meanings end boy Life on the Prairie • Two
magazines were given at that time. Since then her reading has increased. to
some degree. Inoluded on her lists of cook suggestions were Pclly’tnna,
Kitty Foyle, Oliver Wiswell, A Treasure of the World’s Beet Letters end
Northwest Passage.
She has en I. Q. of 105. Her reading test score was 70 which corresponds
to a percentile rank of 38. This means that L’s score was exceeded by 62
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per cent of the ninth grade pupils who made up the standardization group.
Because of the locality in which she lives E. L. comes in contact with very
few boys end girls of her age outside of school hours. Even at school she
does not mingle freely with her schoolmates. Many of her traits tend toward
introversion.
Without minimizing the importance of direct experience, one may
point uit that books and other printed materials are of tremendous
aid in extending and deepening social security. Many varieties of so
cial awareness would xiever be developed without the help of the vi
carious experiences provided in books. Reading permits us to share
in a wider range of social experiences than woud otherwise be pos
sible. ~ie can learn about poverty, religious fervor, peasant life, and
other social and human phenomena for which our cwn experience provides
but a meager opportunity. Our relation to social life distant from
us in time and place is apprehended largely thrcugh reading.1
There is a need for E. to become more conscious of the society in which she
lives. Helping 1~r to do much wide reading way be one way of fulfilling
an apparent need for friendship. One does not say that a child should read
in the place of making friends but the reading of appropriate books to
suit her particular tastes and abilities may help E. to make the initial
steps toward friendships by making her more conscious of the attractiveness
of Dompanionship.
Case 10.
L. B. in choosing a vocation wants to ue a movie star. Her favorite
magazines are Screenland, Movieland and The Motion Picture. She would
prefer playing romantic parts in the movies if she were given a chance.
Favorite sections of the newspaper are the personals (society), the comics,
sports and the front page. She has stated no hobby and does not make any
collections of any kind. Types of reading enjoyed most are plays, novels
1Hilda Taba, “Significant Aspects of Gro~h in Le~ning Situations,”
Reading and Pupil Development (Chicago, 1940), p. 15.
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and fairy tales. With an hour or two of freedom she writes and listens to
the radio. Her favorite radio programs are Lux Radio Hour, The Chesterfield
Glezm Miller Serenade and Those We Love——a serial dr~na of romance. She
has done some traveling and would like to go to California.
She claims ownership to five books, has an I. Q. of 93 and made a
score of 68 on the reading test which corresponds to a percentile rank of
33. This means that L.’s score is exceeded by 67 per cent of the ninth
grade pupils who made up the standardization group. L.’s interest in the
movies and movie magazines is consistent with other ~rls of low ability.
Her free reading record end her suggestions for books all center around
books that have been filmed. It may easily be doubted, if reading may not
have been interpreted as having seen.
Juvenile and adult fiction were read including such books as Wuthering
Heights, Pollyanna Grows Up, The Mortal Sborrn, Pride and Prejudice, Little
Women and the Ilcuse of Seven Gables. She has read many of the classroom
library books. L. claims to enjoy reading and if glamour is one of the
elemsn~s that is important to her she should not be discouraged from seeking
it :n her reading. She evidently needs to discover another and more serene
side of womanhood. and books con help her do this. Shs is still susceptible
to the juvenile literature and properly guided can re~nain a “little girl”
for a while longer in her association with books.
Case 11.
M. H. has an I. ~. of 119. A score of 78 was made on the reading test.
This score corresponds to a percentile rank of 59 which means that her score
is exceeded by 41 per cent of the pupils who made up the standardization
group for this particular test. Her interests are varied. Drawing and
painting are her hobciies. vVith an hour ar two of freedom she practices her
music. As a vocational choice she would like to be a stenographer. Types
s.lI~ILl~ Iii
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of reading enjoyed most are plays, stories, poetry, novels, mystery, music
and art, showing that she likes to read many different ty~~es of literature.
Favorite magazines were Ladies Home Journal, McCalls end ssquire. Preferred
sec-ions of the newspaper are the comic section, sports, editorials end
timain current news section.” She stated tha~ she enjoyed reading and spent
as much time reading as was possible. M. ovens a card from bhe public lib
rary ani books are drawn from this source every two weeks.
The majority of the books that H. was reading at the beginning of the
schol term were juvenile material. She rcad most of the books in the class
room library. Included were such books as Daniel Boone, Tales from Shake
speare, The Last of the Mohicans, Plays Old and I~ew and This Interlocking
World. Books on her free reading list taken from sources other than the
classroom library were Heidi, Old Fashioned Girl, House of Seven Gables
and Ann of Green Gables. Included on the list of book suggestions were
The Man in the IrDn Mask, The Devilts ‘~ork and The Man 1~obody Knows. M.
claims ownership to 20 books and would like to own a set of encyclopedias.
She shows no evidence of needing stimulation in reading. She must be en
couraged to take a permanent interest in diversified reading. When her
interests turn mere to adult fiction and non—fiction the best of this ma
terial must be made accessible to her. More than stimulation toward reading
she needs now to develop the ability to judge the quality of books and their
value as reading material for her purposes.
Case 12.
C. B. is an extensive reader of both juvenile and adult fiction. Some
non-fiction is likewise included in her reading. She enjoys reading and
claims ownershio to approximately 100 cooks. As a vocational preference C.
wants to be a librarian. With an hour or two of freedom she preferred read
ing to any other activity. Her I. ~. is 109. A reading test score of 74
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corresponds to a percentile rank of 49 whiCh means that C.’s score is ex
ceeded by 51 per cent of the pupils who made up the standardization group.
The front page and t1~ie comic section ate the preferred parts of the
newspaper. Types of reading enjoyed most were plays, adventures, novels,
detective stories and mystery stories. Favorite magazines Listed were Life,
Look, Modern Screen ~nd the Ladies Rome Journal. No hoboies were listed
on bhe Inventory. No wishes were listed nor was there any statement of
books that she would like to o~i. Typical of the books which she ov~ins and
has read are Rebecca, Wuthering Rei~hts, The Girl of the Limberlost, The
Light That Failed and Susannah and Tristram. C. is making a collection of
stamps and movie starsT pictures. She states that she atbends movies three
times a week. Many of the books on her free reading record were books that
have been filmed.
The function of reading is to create, clarify and communicate
experiences. It expands or generalizes the narrow aspects of speci
fic experiences. In the broadest sense reading is concerned with
giving students a realistic understanding of the world in which we
live. In motion picture parlance it gives the long view as well as
the close—up. No basis cafl be found for the criticism that viewing
a motion picture d~lls or thwarts the desire to read the book from
which it was made.
Nevertheless, novels were the only type of reading listed on the free read
ing list. It is desirous that a child read many different kinds of litera
ture in order to make for an integrated personality. Her interests should
be broadened with this fact in mind.
Case 13.
T. M. wants to be an electrical engineer. Many of his interests are
1
Edgar Dale, “Relationships between Reading and Other Aids to Learning,”
Recent Trends in Reading (Chicago, 1939), p. 215—216.
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scientific in nature. His hobby is photography. Favorite magazines are
Popular Science end Popular Photography. In answer to the question “What
Things Do You Wonder About?” T. stated that he “wonders about science and
how things are made.” I~Ie has a workshOp at home in the form of a dark-room
in which he develops films. Favorite toys or tools are an erector set and
an electric train. At the time the Inventory was administered T. was in
terested in experiments in electricity that were being carried on in a
science class.
Favorite sections of the newspaper were the sports, section, the comic
section and current events. History, adventure, science, detective stories
and .nystery stories were the types of reading enjoyed most. He claimed
ownership bo 131 books. He has an I. ~. of 68. A score of 61 made on the
reading test corresponds to a percentile rank of 19. This means that T.’s
score is exceed-ed by 81 per cent of the pupils who made up the standardiza
tion grDup. Books are drawn from the public and school libraries once a
week. :-Iowever T. states that he enjoys reading “sometimes.” Several of
the ~lassroom library books have been read, such as, The White Company,
The Blazk Arrow, Queritin Durwood, Boy’s Life on the Prairie end Plays Old
and New. Other free reading included Tarzan of the Apes, Torn Sawyer Abroad,
Call to Adventure and The Pope’s Mule. He wants to own “Steve Merrill,
Engineer.”
Scores from the intelligence test and the reading test indicate that
T. has a need for less difficult reading materials. His statement about
enjoying reading “soi~ti~ies” is probably due to his having read material
which he did not understand, hence, there was no real enjoyment for it.
He is very much interested in science and in adventure stories.
There are two new easily read books on electricity that might interest
T., K. L. Keelor has written “Working with Electricity and A. P. Morgan has
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published “Things a Boy Can Do With Electricity.” This is just one avenue
of approach that might be used in stimulating this boy’s reading interest.
Interest in adven~ure which includes history, mystery stories and detective
stories might be a strong motivating factor in encouraging T. to~ read.
Case 14.
• Evidences of wide and varied reading are shown iti the reading of D. N.
Her I. ~. is 118. A score of 77 niade on the reading test correspond~to
a percentile rank of 56~ This means the girl’s score was exceeded by 44
per cent of the pupils who made up the standardization group for this test.
Her favorite school subject is Home Economics. Her vocational choice is to
be an interior decorator. One of her wishee is to have a room of her own.
Favorite. magazines are Ladies Home Journal, House beautiful, Life, Look and
Modern Screen. Many of her interests are closely related. No hobby was
mentioned but D. is making a collection of tally cards which her friends
receive at bridge parties. Favorite parts of the newspaper were the Woman’s
Page and the comic section.
Books were drawn from the school and public libraries about once a week.
Practically all of the books from the classroom library have been read and
many from the school library. B. reads juvenile and adult fiction and non
fiction. From the types of books listed on her free reading records, ad—
ven-~ure and mystery appeal most strongly to her. Ho~ver, the girl wanted
to own the Nancy Drew Series and the Five Little Pepper Series——both sets
of books classed as juvenile fiction.
Career books may fulfill one of D.’s interests as regards her voca
tional ~reference. Books have been written about inberior decorating that
should be simple enough for her to understand and enjoy. Nevertheless, she
shows a need for continuing to have the chance to enjDy juvenile books for





G. B. has an I. ~. of 96. A score of 62 was made on the reading test
which corresponds to a percentile rank of 20. This means that G.’s score is
exceeded by 90 per cent of the pupils who made up the standardization group
for this type. She owns about 9 books. G. states that she prefers being
alone to playing with boys and girls her age. Favorite magazines are
Screenland, Pie~ure Play and Radio Mirror. She goes alone to the Movies
twice a week. If given a chance to act in the movies, she would like to
play a romantic part. Parts of the newspaper liked best were the comics,
the woman’s page and the radio section. Poetry, detective stories and “good”
mystery stories were the typ~ of reading enjoyed most. Her hobby is col
lecting stamps. The vocational preference was to be a secretary.
S. states that she likes to read “sometimes.” when given an hour or
two of freedom in which to do just as she pleases, she prefers reading
magazines to any other type of activity. Her favorite activities in which
she was most frequently engaged were reading magazines, listening to the
radio and listening to stories.
It is quite probable that G. B. has no deep—set interest in reading
because there is a need for less difficult~ reading materials. Mi analysis
of her free reading shows that she has a tendency to turn to easier types
of reading in the form of magazines. There are a number of ways of increas
ing her interest in reading. Her hob~y is collecting stamps. One approach
would be to give S. easy reading material related to her hobby.
Hobby activities with their several facets in the school library
are but many-sided aspects of the same jewel, namely the habit of
riding hobby horses with the aid of printed material.1
Lucille F. Fargo, Activity Book for School Libraries (chicago, 1930),
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In reading children respond quickly to those things in which they are
most interested; therefore, in stimulating the reading interests of this
child (and. any other child) both articulate interests and specific reading
interests should be taken into consideration.
Case 16.
J. B.’s hcbby is constructing model airplanes. His favorite magazines
are Model Airplane News, Boy’s Life, Look and Life. When given an hour or
two to do just as he pleases he would rather make model airplanes than do
anything else. Evidence of his interest in science is shown when he says
he enjoys carrying on experiments pertaining to electricity. science is
his favorite subject.
I-Ic claimed ownership to about 60 books and wanted to own a number of
sports stories——”none in particular.” Twenty of tl~ books which he owns are
text—books and encyclopedias. The types of reading ~joyed most were ad
venture, detective stories and mystery stories. Favcrite sections of the
newspaper are current events, sports and comics. A score of 73 was made on
the reading test. This score corresponds to a percentile rank of 46 which
means that J.’s score is exceeded by 54 per cent of the pupils who made up
the standardizatiDn group. In choosing a vocation he wanted to be an elec
trical engineer.
Records of free reading showed that he had read many of the books from
the classroom library. Several books were drawn from the school and public
libraries. However, activities calling for more strenuous physical exercise
than reading seem to have claimed more of his attentiDn. Although J. says
that he likes t~ read and that he spends a good deal f time each day in
reading, his reading records and book suggestions did not show much wide
diversified reading.
He has shown much interest in airplanes. Such bzoks as Aircraft of
~! ~LdàILIA Iii -, IkMllhlI!.
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Today, Romance of Aeronautics and Marvels of Aviation by C. C. Turner “are
simple, readable, authentic and very interesting,”2 and might appeal to the
tastes of J. Likewise many books have been written for boys on engineering
and other phases of science. With a good starting point, through proper
guidance the teacher can help increase the interests of a child and guide
those interests into many phases of reading.
Case 17.
E. F., when given an hour or two of freedom in which to do just as she
pleased likes to read. Her favorite magazines are Wee Y~isdom (a magazine
published primarily for children in the elementary grades), Playmates and
Life. Reading includes both juvenile and adult literature. She wants to
own the Nancy Drew Series——a set of books for adolescent girls, and the
book, All This and Heaven Too. The favorite section of the newspapel’ was
the comic section. The type of reading enjoyed most was mystery stories.
No other kind cf reading was mentioned. E.Ts hobby is collecting old money.
As a vocational choice she wants to be a Home Economics Supervisor.
The score made on the reading test was 75 which corresponds to a per
centile rank of 51. This means that E.’s score is exceeded by 41 per cent
of the pupils who made up the standardization group for this test. Included
on her free reading list were the following books: The Mystery of the
Fires, Jean Mary Solves a Mystery, Nancy Brandon’s Mystery and the Adven
tures of dherlock Holmes and the Nancy Drew Mystery Series. On her list
of oook suggestions, Gone With the ~ind was given. Some interest in science
was shown because she says that she “wonders about how it looks way up in
the sky.” The fact that E. F. does have many interests is an indication
‘Lewis M. Terman, Children’s Reading — A Guide for Parents and Teachers
(New Y~’k l9~~, 7~ ~7.
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that she needs to be encouraged to cimitinue her reading in many varied areas.
She is a frequent visitor to the school and public libraries and enjoys
reading. Many of her articulate interests and specific reading interests
are clo~ely related. Satisfaction of these interests with the proper kind
of reading will help make E. a well-rounded, well—infoxmed. individual and
one ‘,ho turns to reading readily as a source of information.
Case 18.
In answer to the question, ~ You Enjoy Reading?” C. B. said that he
enjoyed reading “some” books. His first free reading record shows that
he listed 34 comic magazines. The remainder of the list included fiction
of the following type: The Return of Pu.iganchu, The Shadow of the Sword,
The hand of Fu Manchu, Tarzan the Invincible, The Gauntlet of Dunmore, The.
Adventures of Robin Hood and Captain Courageous.
If reading provides merely entertainment, amusement, escape from
boredom, it leaves the reader without his chief means of intellectual
and spiritual growth. He is practically shut out of the realm of
ideas. because cheap fiction is so unsatisfying the purveyors of it
deal with the lurid, the startling the unreal, in an attempt to grip
the minds of their readers. Such reading makes the mind callous and
indifferent, habituated to untruth. No one can sup on horrors and
retain a sensitized palate. To consort with modernized cowboys,
criminals, detectives and residents of the half—i~orld, one must be
made of stern stuff to escape unscathed. Boys arid girls are cul~
turally betrayed if they do not participate in the vicarious ex
periences Df books that are genuine in style and spirit.’
Such might become the case of C. B. if some of his interests are not broadened
into wider areas of reading.
Another free reading record included such books as Famous Indian Chiefs,
IvanhDe, Harpers Electricity book, River Boy and the Boys Book of Photo
graphy. His favorite magazine is the Bat Man Comic magazine. The favori:te
sections of the newspaper is the comic section. His . ~. is 102. A score
1S~ella S. center, “The Leisure Reading of New York High School Students,”
English Journal, Vol. ~Q~V (Chicago, 1936), p. 275.
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of ‘T5 was made on the reading test. This score corresponds to a percentile
rank of 51 which means that C.’s score was exceeded :y 49 per cent of the
pupils who made up the standardization group. His h~i~oies are collecting
stamps and pictures of airplanes. Types of reading enjoyed most are adven
ture, mystery stories and detective stories. If he were given a chance to
play in the movies, C. wanted to play an adventure part. Gone With the Wind
was the only book he wanted to own.
It is desirous that C. have an interest, also, in more reading material
of a less sensational nature. Adventure and mystery seem to be the elements
that cause comic magazines to have such a high appeal. This is especially
tnue of such magazines as Superman, Bullet Man, The aed Comet, Blue Beetle
Comics, Jungle and Red Rider that were included, on his free reading record.
Other types of reading material with these same elements could be supplied
for D. “....daring exploits of those brave individuals who battle the
forces of nature on land and sea and in the air would appeal to the adoles
cent love of adventure and delight in strenuous acti~i coupled with danger.”
Case 19.
0. B. made a score of 59 on the reading test. This score corresponds
to a percentile rank of 15 which means that O.’s score is exceeded by 85
per Dent of the pupils who made up the standardization group for this read
ing test. He has an I. ~. of 99. Ownership is clained to twenty books.
His hobby is making model airplanes. As a vocational choice, he wants to
be an electrician. O.’s wishes were to be rich, to h&ve plenty of imow—
ledge and to have a job “making a million dollars a week.” Favorite maga
zines were Life, Boy’s Life and Popular Science. Types of reading enjoyed
most were adventure, science, detective stories and mystery stories. The
1Rachel Field, “Satisfying That ‘Hunger for Experience’ through Good
Reading,” The E~ig1ish Teacher’s_Notebook, Vol. XI, Nc. 4 (Chicago, April,
194C1, p. 2.
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parts of the newspaper enjoyed most were, the. sports section, general news
section and the comic section.
He claims that he enjoys reading and has a library card for the school
library but “did not get books from the library often.” Included on the
first free reading record were six books read from the classroom library.
These were Daniel Boone, The Magic Spear, The Last of the Mohicans, The
White Company, The Black Arrow and This interlocking World. Likewise read
from other sources were the Tom Swift Series, The Lone Ranger (book length
novel), The Land of Terror and Stories of Adventure. Three munths later when
another record was secured from 0., only four books were listed. He did
not state any desire to own any books. In checking the activities that he
liked best to~”do, he liked drawing and painting.
The score from the reading test shows that 0. needs less difficult
reading material. He has many different interests but the amount of reading
done is not in accord with the number of interests that could be fulfilled
and supplemented by reading materials. Easy reading material in accord with
his interest should help to increase the amount of reading done. Because
of an apparent interest in adventure, a good starting point might be a book
such as Buckaroo——an adventure story by Fjeril Hess, of life on a ranch in
the West. This is just one example of many books of this type.
Case 20.
The types of reading enjoyed most by R. B. were history, adventure,
mys-~ery stories and biography. Her favori-be rnagazine~ were Life and McCall
magazines. The parts of the newspaper liked best were the magazine section
and the comic section. Her hobby was amateur photography. As a vocational
choice H. would like to be a secretary. Her I. ~. is 118. A score of 90
was made on the reading test. This score corresponds to a percentile rank
of 85 which means that R.’s score was exceeded by only 15 per cent of the
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pupils who made up the standardization group for this test. She claimed
ownership to 25 books. ~then given an hour or two of freedom in which to do
just as she pleases, R. prefers reading to any other type of activity.
The books she wanted to own were Ramona ~id The Life of Madam Curie.
.P~mong the many books included on her free reading records were Tobacco Road,
Native Son, Caddie Woodlaws and Gone With the Wind. R. is a wide reader
of not only juvenile and adult fiction but non—fictio~i as well. Dusk of
Dawn by W. E. B. DuBois was one of the non-fiction books which she had read.
~ long list of oooks was recommended to the class for reading. It is im
portant that R. be encouraged to continue wide and varied reading. Some of
her ~eachers have cited, however, that she needs some type of reading that
migh’~ help her to be a little more democratic and more willing to mingle
more with her classmates.
We expect education to help pupils grow in their understanding of
human behavior. To ma1~ this growth, they need not only ~o get ac
quainted with the varieties of human motivation Droblems and difficul
ties but also to apply that 1m~.wledge to the analysis of their own
behavior, and, if possible, to the improvement of their own behavior.
They need to develop tolerance of different kinds of human behavior;
more objective understanding of themselves and a willingness to change
their responses in terms of a unified and meaningful pattern of goals,
values and insights. Through reading we can give the child a chance
to examine the whole range of his experiences and to fit them together
in a meaningful whole. He can compare his own personal experiences
with those of others as revealed in literature, and, as he gains
skills in interpreting the skills of others he is gaining in experience
and ability to see his own activities objectivel~.1
Careers of Cynthia by Lena Best and A Bend in the Road by Emma Bugbee
are examples of books which might give the same type of experiences described
by Hilda Taba and would probably appeal to the interests of R.
1
Eilda Taba, op. cit., p. 17.
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Case 21.
~1. M. is a girl who likes to read and says that she draws books from
some library every three or four days. V’Jhen given an hour or two of free
dom in which to do exactly as she pleases, M. likes to read. Her I. ~.
is 97. A score of 73 was made on the reading test which corresponds to a
percentile rank of 4. This means that M.’s score is exceeded by 54 per
cent of the pupils who made up the standardization group for this test.
Ownership is claimed to 18 books. Favorite parts of the newspaper are the
sports page and the front page. (Types of reading enjoyed most were his
tory, plays, adventure stories, poetry, detective stories, fairy tales and
mystery stories. The favorite magazines are Ladies Home Journal and Life.
M. has no hoboies, nor is she making any collections. Her favorite school
subject is science. As a vocational choice, she would like to be a steno
grapher.
All books mentioned on the free reading record were juvenile reading
material. She stated that she began reading Gone With the Wind and Kitty
Foyle but did not finish either book. The first reading record included
several comic magazines, a True Story Magazine and three books; the second
list secured three months later included the same kind of reading material
and some juvenile fiction. A few of the books from the classroom library
were mentioned. No original suggestions for books were submitted.
Through records of reading M. evidences a need for easier reading,
and probably turns to this type of magazine because of that need. She has
done very little traveling and one of her wishes expressed that she wanted
to travel. The books that she wanted to own were Gon~ With the Wind and
Dunbar’s Complete Book of Poems. She shows that she enjoys several types
of reading and through her many other interests, easier reading material
can be given to M. to increase her interest in reading.
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Case 22.
W. W. made a score of 72 on the reading test. This scox~ corresponds
to a percentile rank of 43 which means the girl’s score is exceeded by 57
per cent of the pupils who made up the standardization group for this test.
Her I. ~. is 94. She likes to read and has a library card for the school
library from which she draws books weekly. Favorite sections of the news
paper are the comics, the news and the sports section. Her hobby is bicycle
riding and she is xnakin~ a collection of 1940 nickels. Favorite types of
reading are travel, plays, adventure, stories, poetry, detective stories,
fairy tales and music. W. is very much interested in music end would like
to be either a musician or a stenographer.
Her favorite magazine is True Stories. She claims that dreams are about
love. The type of part which she would like to play in the movies, if given
a chance was a romantic part. She frequents the movies “at least~vice a
week”. She is at the age when she is very much interested in boys.
Young people need help in finding stories in which love is repre
sented in natural, normal human relationships end in which the necessary
and satisfying adjustment of family life receives equal attention with
the impulses that lead young people to the altar.~
W. o-wns five books. Free reading records and her list of book suggestions
show that she reads primarily juvenile material. She evidences a need for
stimulation and direction in her reading. Her reading interests are wide
and varied and this gives a chance for guidance. Much guidance of W.’s love
interests can be given through her reading and at the same time allow her
to satisfy her desire to enjoy love situations vicaricusly.
--
1
~ora V. Smith, “The Function of Reading Guidance in the High School,”
Recent Trends in Reading (Chicago, 1939), p. 319.
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Case 23.
J. E. owns 20 books. He has a card for the public library but did not
state how ofter.. books were drawn from the library. His favorite types of
reading are adventure, novels, detective stories and mystery stories. The
parts of the newspaper preferred were the news section and the comic sections.
The only book that J. E. would like to o’~n is Native Son. As a vocational
preference, he would like to be a doctor. His hoboy is building model air—
plates. No mention was made of making any type of collection. Types of
movies liked best are western and love pictures. If given a chance to act
in the movies J. would like to play in a western picture.
He has an I. ~. of 91. A score of 70 was made on the reading test.
This score corresponds to a percentile rank of 32 which means that J.~s
score is exceeded by 68 per cent of tI~ pupils who made up the standardiza
tion group for this test. He has read some of the books in the classroom
library but his free reading records show that he is not a very wide reader.
Reading ability and intelligence show that J. needs easy reading material.
Science is his favorite subject. 1-le has done some traveling and would like
to do more. All of these interests open up the field for increasing his
interest in reading. The book suggestions were a list of adventure books.
One of the books he suggested for reading was ~uckarco by Fgeril Hess. This
book of easy, interesting reading material suggested by J. is a good start
ing point to stimulate his reading.
Case 24.
J. T. made a score of 65 on the reading test. This score corresponds
to a percentile rank of 26 which means that his score is exceeded by 74 per
cent of the pupils who made up the standardization group for this test. His
I. ~. ±s 114. :~i~ enjoys reading and has a card for the school library. However
he gets books from this source whenever he “feels like reading.” His hob—
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bios are building model airplanes and photography. The favorite school
subject is scieace. Types of reading enjoyed most are history, adventure,
detective stories and mystery stories. Favorite mageiines are Life, Pie,
Click and Look. The parts of the newspaper liked best are the front page
columns and the comic section. J. likes all types of movies except love
pictures and “sad” movies. No statement was giveli as to the books he
would. like to own. Ownership is claimed to 10 books. Some of them are
Kidnapped, Treasure Island and Tom S~ift.... He states that his parents
~ have to encourage him to read” because he “reads a great deal.H
His free reading record shows that he has read practically all of the
books in the classroom library. Records show that he has not been a very
wide reader of materials other than those found in the classroom, despite
his Dlaims of doing “a great deal of reading.” •The reading test score
shows that he may have some difficulty in reading, however he has the
abi:.ity to do much better reading than he does. J. needs easy reading
material closely related to his several articulate interests. Reading of
easy material will help increase his interests and with proper guidance his
reading ability can be improved.
Case 25.
1). L. made a score of 61 on the reading test, which corresponds to a
percentile rank of 19 and means that D’s score is exceeded by 81 per cent
of the ninth grade pupils who made up the standardization group for this
test.~ Her I. Q. is 87. Her free reading records consisted of three novels
written for adults, four juvenile books of fiction, one biography, two
magazines of the True Story Type and twelve comic magazines including Super
man, Flash, Dick Tracy and Mystery Men of the Sea. Practically all material
listed is exciting and emotional.
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....boys and girls will read ‘s~.ething’ and they want that something
to be exciting and emotional. If good end enter-~aining books are
not provided, chifdren may suosist entirely upon books of low rating
and standards....
Good entertaining books can be given to D. from the cassrocmi and school
libraries. There is a need, however, for easier read.ng material. The ap
peal that these magazines hold for her is probably caused by the simple
language and numerous pictures which call for little effort in comprehension.
The parts of the newspaper which ID. liked best were the comic section
and the sports section. Types of reading enjoyed most were history, stories,
detective stories and fairy tales. Her favorite magazines are Life, Ladies
Home Journal, and the comics. She is collecting stamps and her hobby is
going to the movies which she attends every Saturday. If given a chance,
ID. wculd like to play a comedy part in a movie or dance in a floor show.
She is desirous of more social life. One of her wishes was “to receive
comp•~iy.” She sta~es that she dreams about one of the boys——who is a friend
of hers.
She would like to own “a set of books of any kind.” ~atever the kind
of reading done by ID. it must be easy, interesting and exciting in order
that both her interests and her needs might be satisfied. Adventure books
which involve an element of love similar to that described by Dora V. Smith2
would probably appeal to her, stimulate her interest and improve her taste
in whjlesonie literature.
Case 26.
E. R. states that she enjoys reading and has a li~rary card for the
~Trancis Jenkins Olcott, op. cit., p. 15.
2
Dora V. Smith, op. cit., p. 319.
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school library. Books are taken from this source every three weeks. Her
free reading list contained such books as The Six Little ]3runkers, Heidi,
Alice in Wonderland, Mary Sue’s sewing Book, 100 Poems for Girls and Boys
and The Swiss 1’~mni1y Robinson. Two novels written especially for adults
were included. They were All This and Heaven Too and Native Son. Sixteen
magazines were given of which eight were comic magazines, two were movie
magazines and two others were of the True Story type. Her I. Q. is 96.
E. made a score of 61 on the reading test. This score corresponds to a
perGentile rank of 19 end means that her score is exceeded by 81 per cent of
the ninth grade pupil~ who made up the standardization group for this test.
H. shows a need for less difficult reading material and this is probably
the reason that her free reading record contains reading material of a
simple, easily read nature.
Her favorite activities are listening to the radio, card games and
working jig—saw puzzles. Types of reading enjoyed mast are travel, plays,
adventure, poetry, stories, detective stories, mystery stories and music.
Pavorite magazines are the Life magazines. The parts of the newspaper liked
best are the cornio section and the front page. Her hobby is playing the
piano and she is making a collection of some kind of money. She has visited
some of the usual places of interest and wants to do more traveling. The
only book that E. would like to ovm is The Grapes of Wrath. No mention was
made of having read any books from the classroom library.
The fact that she does like to read coupled with the fact that reading
material suitable to her interests and needs is available in the classroom
and school libraries is an advantage to a teacher in planning a reading
program for H.
Case 27.
Free reading records show that H. B. has read only five of the classroom
i~ [ I
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library books. Additional books recorded were Little Men, Little Women
and Old Fashioned Girl by Louisa Alcott. No reference was made to books
which she wanted to own. Her I. ~. is 113. A score of 70 was made on the
reading test and corresponded to a percentile rank of 38 which means that H.ts
score was exceeded by 62 per cent of the ninth grade ?upils who made up the
standardization group. H. states that she likes to read but her reading
records do not show evidences of very wide reading. Danership is claimed
to 15 books. Favorite types of reading are history, ~ravel, plays, ad
venture, stories, poetry, novels, fairy tales and music. Her favorite maga
zines are The Ladies Hone Journal and Liberty. She states that she tries
to read all of the newspaper and prefere no special part.
The only hobby mentioned was “playing as if I am a stenographer.” As
a vocational choice, H. wants to be a stenographer. Her favorite activities,
in the order named, are dancing, going to the movies and reading magazines.
She goes to the movies once a week. H. states that sometimes she has too
much time for play. This indicates that she needs some additional activity
to fill her leisure time.
The home is important in the leisure time interests of adolescents
Normally the adolescent spends much of his leisure at home during the
non—school hours of the day, in the evening or ±iring week-ends. If,
then, the leisure activities which a person learns to enjoy during
youth become the leisure time habits of adult-hood, tI~ kind of in
fluence that the home exerts over leisure—time reading habits in youth
is of great importance....’ -
H. states that her parents have encouraged her to read. If this is true,
the home and the school should cooperate in trying to increase her interest
in reading. Her reading test score shows that she needs easy reading material.
1harold H. Punke, “The Home and Adolescent Reading Interests,” School
Review, Vol. 45 (1937), p. 612.
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Her reading interests are so varied that many types of appropriate inter
esting types of reading material should appeal to H.
Case 28.
Both the articulate interests and specific reading interests of C. P.
are varied in nature. Her hobby is playing the piano and she is making a
collection of staEips. As a vocational choice she would like to be a musi
cian. Her first wish was likewise to be a pianist. Ihe kinds of reading
enjoyed most are history, plays, stories, music and mystery stories. News
paper parts liked best are the comics, the editorial section and the general
news section. Activities which C. has enjoyed participating most in are
riding a bicycle, volleyball, and dressing up in older folk~s clothing.
Favorite magazine is Life.
Her I. Q. is 92. A score of 68 was made on the reading test. This
score corresponds to a percentile rank of 33 which means that C.’s score is
exceeded by 67 per cent of the pupils who made up the standardization group
for -his particular test. Ownership is claimed to only 3 books. C. states
that she likes to read and that when given an hour or two of freedom in
which to do just as she pleases, she likes to read in preference to other
activities.
C.’s first reading record, secured in October, included The Life of
Abraham Lincoln, Robin Rood, Ballads Old and New, Life of the Indians,
Christ’s_Object Lesson and .American Poems. Another record secured in Jan
uary included the following reading material: The Little Minister, Gone
with the Wind, Superman, The Shad ow, Bs~ Man, Doll_Man, Gr~msFairyTales
and Dick Tracy. No books were recommended to the class for reading. C.
need~stimulatio~ and direction in her reading. She probably reads many
magazines because they contain easy reading materials and her tests show
that she needs reading materials easy enough not to cause C. to be
.b011fl Wil Ii dli U .J ,~ .I!)~.hUU!JL.jflR~U, LÀ
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frustrated by her reading, and well chosen so that her reading program
will nob be limited by her limited ability.
Case 29.
L. L. has an I. .~. of 92. Her reading test score was 58. This score
corresponds to a percentile rank of 14 and means that her score is exceeded
by 86 per cent of the ninth grade pupils who made up the standardization
group for this reading test. Uwriership is claimed to 20 books. L.’s parents
do not encourage her to read. She enjoys reading “most of the time.”
Favorite types of reading are travel, plays, adventure, stories, poetry,
fairy tales and biography. The parts of the newspapers which she likes best
are the society columns, the news sections and the comic section. Her fa
vorite magazines are Liberty, Woman’s Home Companion and Life.
L. is making a collection of movie actresses’ piDtures. Her hobby is
dancing. Her first wish is to see some one of the movie stars in person.
Though she has done some traveling another one of her wishes is to travel
to the western part of the United States. Activities which she enjoys most,
in order of preference are dancing, listening to the radio, listening to
the radio and singing for fun. Her favorite school s~bject is “gym.” As
a vocational preference, she would like to be a teacher or the principal
of a school.
A free reading record secured in October showed ~hat she had read
four books from the classroom library which were Tales from Shakespeare,
The Magic Spear, This Interlocking ~gorld and Plays Old and New. One book
of adult fiction was listed which was All This and Heaven Too, which she had
not finished. The rest of the list included the following magazines:
Superman, The Black Bat, Dick Tracy and The Bat Man. She states that she
has read several copies of Life and Click magazines. A later list secured
in January included only 2 books. The remainder of the list was magazines
~~al~Ut .111
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of the same type listed on her October free reading record.
This type of reading probably appeals most to L. because she needs
easy reading ma~eria1 and is unable to understand and enjoy reading of a
more difficult nature. Wilfred Eberhart expresses in just one sentence
one of the most reliable ways of stimulating interest and grov~rbh in reading:
There is sufficient experimental evidence tj indicate that three
or four years of reading progress may take place in a single year if
pupils are surroimded with attr~ctive books and magazines and are
encouraged to read extensively.
Case 30.
C+. II. shows from her reading records that she is a very wide reader of
diversified reading materials. She reads juvenile and adult fiction as well
as some non—fiction. Several career books were listed on her records such
as Thow Down to Wood and Stone, The Prodigal Nurse, Jane, Stewardess of the
Airlines and A Good Home With Nice People. Other books were Tarzan of the
Apes, Kitty Foyle, Dark Victory, Why Europe Fights, How Green Was My Valley
and The Life of Abraham Lincoln. She read all of the books in the class
room library and many of the books listed were taken from the school library.
Several book suggestions were given and included on her list of book sug
gestions were synopses of each book.
She has an I. Q. of 109. The score made on the reading test was 85.
This score corresponds to a percentile rank of 76 and means that G.’s score
was exceeded by 24 per cent of the ninth grade pupils who made up the stan
dardization group for this test. G. is not mak~ng a collection of anything
but her hobby is crocheting. She stated no definite vocational preference
1~ilfred Eberhart, “Evaluation of Growth in Reading in Secondary Schools
and Colleges,” Reading and Pupil Development (Chicago 1940) p. 312
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but would like to be “a good wife.” Soienoe is her favorite sohool subjeot.
She would like to own a ohainletry set and enjoys oarrying on experiments
in electricity in science olass.
Types of reading enjoyed most are travel, advent-#e, navels, detective
stories, mystery stories, music. The part of the newspaper liked best is
the editorial page. Favorite magazines arE, Look, Life, Good Housekeeping
and Pie • She “enjoys reading, very muoh,” Uas a card for the publio and
school libraries and gets books from these sources every week.
G.’s interests are varied and she does not need much stianlation in
reading. Her reading should be guided continuously in order that reading
may have the fullest msan4~g for her and help direot àer growth.
Case 31.
J. P. has an I. ~. of 69. His reading test soore was 73 whioh corresponds
to a percentile of 46. This means that J.’s soore is exceeded by 54 per oent
of the ninth grade pupils who made up the standardization group. Onership
is claimed to 40 books. J. states that he en5oys reading “sometimes.” The
only books listed that he would like to own is Gone With the Wind.’ Favorite
tjrpes of reading are history, travel, adventure, stories, science, deteotive
stories and mystery stories • The parts of the newspaper liked best are the
sports section, the mws and the comic section • His favorite magazines are
Life, Boy’s Life, Movie’Magazines and Look.
Favorite school subjeot is industrial arts. J~’s hobby is building
model airplanes. As a vooational preferenoe J. wants to be a railway mail
clerk. He goes to the movies twice a week and if he were given a chance,
he would like to play the part of a gangster in the movies. His favorite
activities are playing football, hunting and riding a bioyole.
Free reading records consisted of four books froa the olassroom library.
Thay were The Black Arrow, This Interlocking World, The Last of the Mohioans
~~!üd~iiU hi & ~ L It
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and The White Company. The remainder of the record consisted of 16 comic
magazines of various sorts. His list of book suggestions was made up of
books that had already been mentioned by other membars of the class. His
reading shows that he is primarily interested in adventure and mystery.
Many of tha comic magazines are written about. un—real, fantastic happenings.
Boys and girls who discover the magic contained for them in the
make-believe land of story adventure will respond just as quickly to
the adventures of real life where actual people go through experiences
that are just as exciting as the events of fiction. The spirit of
exploration is strong in youth; there is an eagerness1to investigate
the world, a fresh curiosity about people and things.
Capitalizing on these types of interests, much can be done to stimulate and
direct J.’s reading. Examples of books that would fulfill the kinds of
interests just described are The Raid on the Oyster Pirates by Jack London
and The First Flight from Dawn to Dusk by Joseph Wal1~r.
Case 32.
M. B. enjoys reading and states that when she has an hour or two of
freedom in which to do exactly as she pleases she prefers to read. Her
favorite magazines are Life, Pictorial Review and HarDer’s Bazaar. The
parts of the newspaper liked best are the comic section. Favorite types
of reading are plays, adventure, detective stories and mystery stories. M.
has an . ~ of 87. She made a score of 64 on the reading test. This score
corresponds to a percentile rank of 31. This means that M.’s score is ex
ceeded by 69 per cent of the pupils who made up tha standardization group.
Her favorite activities, in the order named were dancing, listening
to the victrola and looking at the Sunday newspapers. Her three wishes, in
order of preferences, are “to have plenty of money, to have finished high
1The English Teacher’s Notebook (Chicago, 1940), p. 2.
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school already and to go to California.” Her vocational choice is to be a
nurse or a stenographer. If either of these vocations is followed M. will
not have much time for many different types of leisure-time activities.
If she is encouraged to read now, her experiences will be broadened and
reading will help to make her a fuller, broader individual. She is making
collections of pictures. Her hobbies are taking pictures and dancing. She
has done some traveling but expresses a desire to do much more. M.’s free
reading records were meager. Only five books were mentioned. These books
were all of the juvenile fiction type. She definitely needs stimulation and
her area of articulate interest is wide enough to afford many starting points
to give her a new interest in reading.
Case 33.
L. C. has en I. ~. of 81. She made a score of 58 on the reading test.
This score corresponds to a percentile rank of 14 which means that her score
is exceeded by 36 per cent of the ninth grade pupils who rnade~ the stan
dardization group for this test. Her favorite magazine is the Woman’s Home
Journal. Parts ~f the newspaper liked best are the news section and tl~ comic
section. Favorite types of reading are history, travel, stories, mystery
stories and biography. Ownership is claimed to 4 books. L. does not own a
card from either the school or the public libraries. She would like to own
“Who Killed Aunt Maggie.”
Her hobby is playing music. Activities which she enjoys most are
listening to the radio, listening to stories and playing the piano for fun.
As a vocational choice, L. would like to be a teacher. She states that she
goes to the movies only 6 times a year. If given a cnence, she prefers
playing a romantic part in the movies. She has traveled to many of the
usual places of interest. Her free reading list consisted of Gone With the
Wind, East of the Sun and West of the Moon, Last of the Mohicans, Tales of
Shakeapeare, Poor Little Rich Girl and Superman Comics. The only book
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sugge~ted was Boy Dates Girl by Gay Head. No magazines were listed and all
the books listed were fiction. L. needs much stimula~ion in her reading
even though she states that she likes to read and spe2ds two hours reading
a day outside o~her regular school work. Much interest was shown in history,
travel and biography. Easy reading material such as All Men are Pioneers
by Lionell V~Jiggem, Nollichucky Jack by Et~a Lane Mattriews, and Escape from
the Blackfeet by Yrederick R. Beckdolt are all books that would certainly
appeal to her interests in these types of reading.
Case 34.
B. H., who has an I. Q. of 101, made a score of ~6 on the reading
test. This score corresponds to a percentile rank of 78 which means that
his score is exceeded by 22 per cent of the ninth grale pupils who made up
the standardiza-~ion group for this test. He enjoys reading and claims owner
ship to twenty books. B. owns a card for the public library and gets books
from this source every other week. Favorite parts of the newspaper are the
news section, the sports section and the comic section. The kinds of reading
engaged in most are music, adventure and mystery stor~es.
B. attends the movies three times a week. If given a chance he would
like to play a tragic role in the movies. His hobby ~s building model
airplanes. He has visited a few of the usual places of interest and still
wants to do a lot of traveling. No reference was made to making collections
of any type. Favorite activities mentioned were all strenuous physical
activities. His first free reading recorti consisted cf 4 books, 4 newspapers
and 4 magazines including Popular Science and Popular Mechanics. His favorite
magazines are Life and Look. B. has read many of the books from the class
room library. Included on a second free reading record were River Boy,
Zipporah, the Maid of Median, Tennessee Shad, Daniel oon and ballads Old
and New. B. seems to enjoy reading and is an habitual reader. Some guidance
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is needed however to help him to read more different kinds of books. The
field of explora±ion offers a wonderful, new, different type of reading
based on history, adventure and travel that appeal to most of our boys
today.
Case 35.
The kinds of reading that T. A. enjoys most are ;ravel, plays, adventure,
poetry, detective stories, fairy tales, mystery stories and music. Her fa
vorite magazines are Look and Life. Parts of the newspaper liked best are
the sports section and the comic section. She enjoys reading but does not
spend much time in reading during the day, outside of her school work. She
has visited several of the usual places of interest b~t would like to do spine
additional traveling. T. goes to the movies twice a week and if she were
given a chance, she would like to play a romantic par~ in the movies. She
is making collections of flags and stamps. Her hobbies are reading and danc
ing. Activities which she enjoys most are dancing, going to parties and
activities of her Girl Scout Club.
V~hen given an hcur or two in which to do exactly as she pleases, she
likes to read. T. has an I. ~. of 87. The score made on the reading test
was 72. This score corresponds to a percentile rank of 43 which means that
T.’s score is exceeded by 57 per cent of the ninth grade pupils who made up
the standardization group for this test. She claims ownership to 10 books.
The books which she wants to own are Gone with the Wind and Who Killed Aunt
• Maggie. Her free reading records consist of juvenile and adult fiction and
some non—fiction. Included on her list were b~yths and Their Meanings, Heidi,
~uentin Durwood, Ballads Qid and New, Native Son and Great Speeches. T.
needs wide reading of easy materials in order to develop her tastes and
interests.
~à~M L~ ~ ~
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....development in interests and tastes is Dossible only when
individuals continuously examine their own prefe’ences in the light of
their purposes, make use of the results of their omn selections, and
graduall~ arrive at a clearer conception of what is of genuine value
to them.’
Case 36.
As a vocational choice, E. C. has chosen embalming. Included on her
free reading record were the following books: The Scientific Embalmer by
Gustave, You Have to Die by Bonniwell, Mmbalming Fluids by Gustave and
Death by W. M. Fordson. E. has an I. ~. of 95. She made a score of 68 on
the reading test which corresponds to a percentile rank of 33 and means that
E.’s score is exceeded by 67 per cent of the ninth grade pupils who made
up the standardization group.
She wants to omn a chemistry set. Her only wish is that she had talent.
S. is making collections of photographs. Her hoboy is writing poetry. When
given an hour or two in which to do just as she pleases she prefers writinE
-to any other activity. She goes to the movies once a weak and prefers love,
educa-bional and mystery types of movies. If given a ohanee she would like
to play a mystery part in the movies.
Favorite magazines are Life, Look and Motion Picture. Types of reading
enjoyed most are plays, essays, stories, science, poe~ry, novels, detective
stories and mystery stories. The parts of the newspaDer liked best are
editorials, sports, club news and “funnies.” Yet E. states that she does
not enjoy reading. She likes to have either of her parents read to her.
On some days she does no reading apart from her lessons. She would like to
omn “All This and Heaven Too.”
1
~ean Betzner, “The Development of Reading Interests and Tastes,” The
Teaching of Reading, Thirty—sixth Yearbook (Bloomington, 1937), p. l9~~
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Eight of the classroom library books were listed on ~.ts free reading
record. She is very much interested in poetry and has writ~en many poems
of her own. Twenty—one books of poetry were listed 02 her free reading
record and The Poetry Rhyming Dictionary by Clement Woods. Seven other
books of both juvenils and adult reading material were listed.
Though ~. states that she does not like to read, she has already learned
that reading may be a tool in promoting her vooat-iona interests as shov~n by
her choice for free reading of •books on embalming. G3idance by an elementary
science teacher was found to be responsible in this case •but the case shows
the vocational possibilities of the ninth grade reading pro~ram with some
children. bhe has learned also the possibilities of reading boward esthetic
satisfaction as shown by her inclusion in her reading program of numerous
books of poems. In this case an &igiish teacher has been responsible for
the guidance and E. has read both to enjoy poetry and to improve her own
ability at writing poetry. E. is a striking case of vhat can be done some
times with a fairly low grade reader who has developed vocational, esthetic
or other interests and has been helped to see how books may foster these
interests. E.ts development gives some justification for believing those who
claim that attitudes toward an activity may overcome certain limitations in
engaging in the activity. E. must continue to receive satisfaction from her




READING INFLUENCED BY COMPLEX FACTORS
This study is based upon ~he recognition of the fact that reading is
an activity which must be viewed in terms of the past experiences and pre
sent concerns of the reader. Securing reading records and suggestions for
reading from the subjects involved in this study was not meaningful unless
some insight was made into the way an individual thinks, the way he feels
and the way he reacts to life around him. Insight into these areas was an
index to the interests and needs of the children and had its application
in connection with guidance in the children’s reading activities. Know
ledge of the specific reading interests such as adventure, mystery, science,
biography, romance, etc., was important but it became more significant when
it was allied with the more immediate and expressed interests of the pupils.
IlTmediate interests were found through the expressions of vocational pre—
ferences,wishes, hobbies, things children wonder about, parts desirous of
playing in the movies and from other parts of the Interest Inventory. Needs
likewise are disclosed only through a rather complete study of the child’s
problems, his backgrounds, past and present experiences and his present
abilities and interests.
READING IS A1’~ INDIVIDUAL MATTAR AND PUPILS AND GROUPS MUST BE PARTICULARIZED
FOR EFFECTIVE GUIDANCE IN READING ACT~VITIES
No two children have identical reading interests in any group due to
individual abilities, social and other interests, and the personal needs of
the children within the group. The effective use of reading as a tool for
solving real problems of individuals depends upon the development by the
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individual of effective reading skills. Lewis ivi. Ternan states that “school
children of a given age or school grade differ enormously in intellectual
ability. In a single grade differences of four or five years in mental age
are frequent.”1
The scores from the Terman Group Test of iVIental Ability covered a wide
area ranging frem 44—161. The t. ~.‘s of this group ranged from 74—123.
iVIedi8n scores of the Iowa Silent Reading Test ranged from 51—94. The per
centile ranks of these scores ranged from 6—90 as cnnDared with the ninth
grade pupils who made up the standardization group for this test. The read
ing problems of the ninth grade pupils in this class or not the same as
those for a ninth grade in any part of ~nerica or for any other ninth grade
in the Laboratory School. Two thirds of these pupils showed a need for less
difficult reading materials then would be needed by the average ninth grade
pupils used as subjects for standardizing the reading test used.
C0RREI~T ION BE~TEEN INTELLIGENCE ABO READING ABILITY MIGH BUT NOT PERFECT
The coefficient of correlation between reading and intelligence for this
group of ninth grade children was .67. This denotes substantial or marked
relationship in this group between reading and intelligence. Pupils with
low I. ~.‘s generally made low scores on the reading test; however, some
pupils with high I. ~.‘s made low scores in the reading test showing that
reading disabilities are not always the results of low intelligence. Many
pupils with law I. ~.‘s, because of their interests and guidance given them
by the teacher, are reading more then pupils with higher I. Q.’s.
OWNERSHIP OF BOOKS BY CHILDREN CONTROLLED BY OTi~R FACTORS THAN READING
ABILITY
The coefficient of correlation between intelligence and the number of
‘Lewis N. Terman, Terman Group Test of Mental Ability, Manual of Directions,
~onkers—on—Hudson, 1930), p. fX
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books owned by each child was .28. There is some relationshipbetwenn the
two variables but the relationship is so ~Light as to be insignificant. There
are many other factors beside intelligence which influence the ownership
of books by children. There may be an economic factors as in the case of
R. C. who owns 200 books because his family is so economically situated as
to be atle to buy them for R. In the case of Q. J. who has a very low I. Q.
and who owns 100 books, his parents have tried to help improve his reading
ability through supplying him, at the advice of teachers with a quantity
of carefully chosen reading materials.
SEX EVIDENTLY A FACTOR IN READING INTERESTS
Boys read magazines that were written for boys. A few of them read
news, sports and science magazines written especially for adults. However,
practically allof the magazines read by girls wer~ magazines written especial
ly for women. Girls reported reading more books than boys. Boys listed
more bock suggestions for class and pers~al reading.
FREE READING RECORDS AND OBSERVATIONS HAVE THEIR USE N GUIDING TEE READING
ACTIVITTh~S OF CHILDREN
Numerous books of both juvenile and adult reading material were listed
on free reading records and lists of book suggestions. Pupils with I. Q.’s
of 100 and below, on their free reading records, claimed to be reading a larger
number cf books written for adults. However, the articulate interests of
these bays and girls were more in accord ~th geheral adolescent interests.
A variety of means are available to teachers for determining children’s
reading interests and needs euch as observation of children’s reading ac
tivities, questio:naires records, library book withdrawals and informal con
versations. Information on the kinds and quality of cooks and magazines
read by pupils in thei r leisure time can be gathered through the use of
simple and inexpensive reading record forms. Standardized tests provide
~ilkEI~á .111 áh ii ~ula1~L.~
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a scientific means for discovering the grade level of children’s reading
ability.
In order to help children plan an effective reading program based upon
their needs and interests the teacher must gain their confidence. Dora
V. Smith states that “the recormnendation of a single book which fills a real
need in the life of a child will do more to foster mutual relations of
interests and good will than all the prescribed reading lists ever printed.”1
Several of the individual cases analyzed show the vocational possibilities
of careful guidance of a free reading program. It is possiole with proper
guidance for pupils to begin as early as the ninth grade to use reading as a.
means of furthering vocational interests. Even in some cases of pupils
with low grade reading ability there was evidence of ~he possibility of
stimulating a quantity and a quality of reading by a kind of guidance that
showed the possibilities of reading as a means of attaining certain prac
tical or esthetic goals.
EFFECTIVE GUID1~NCE IN READING ACTIVITIES REQJIRSS A TEACHER TO KNOW BOTH
BOOKS ~ND ChILDREN.
Because children’s abilities andinterests are different it is important
~o know whether or not a book is too difficult for its reader. It is possi
ble to know children’s books. In a general way, reviews of books are given
in special book pages of the 1~ew York Times, The New York Herald Tribune and
the Christian Science Monitor, from the Horn Book and from periodic book
lists published by the Association of Childhood Education, ~merioan Library
Association and the National Council of Teachers of English. From these
sources one may know what books are available on particular subjects. From
actual contact with a book, the teacher can analyze the content, word difficulty,
1
Dora V. Smith,”Current Issues Relating to Development of Reading Interests
and Tastes,” Recent Trends in Reading (Chicago, 1939), p. 298.
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etc., in order to see if it is suitable for the reader. The amount, value
and variety of studentst reading depend upon the kind of publications avail
able, the pupils’ command over reading skills and the interests and needs
of the individual. Guidance supplied by teabhers and librarians and the
incentive supplied by parents are pertinent factors in the effectiveness of
a pupil’s reading:
The modern world calls for persistent learning not only for the
enrichment of life, but as the only means of survival and growth. To
deny a child the personal adjustment ~thich comes from the easy and.
wide use of books i:s to leave him unprepared for the life of tomor
row.1
‘Nora ~. Buest,”Graded List of Books for Children,” (Chicago 1930) p 5
(The Library — The Heart of the School by Joy Morgan).
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